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WMSC may lose license
Indecency complaint filed with FCC from last year
by Kevin Colligan
WMSC-FM may not have its station
license renewed because of indecent/obscene material broadcast last year, said Gen
eral Manager Vincent Toscano.
Toscano, a junior broadcasting major,
said that the license was currently being held
as a result of a complaint filed last semester
with the Federal Communication Commis
sion (FCC) by an MSC alumna who was
offended by the lyrics of a particular song
played on the air.
The song, recorded by the band Spit and
entitled "Stick Yo Cock," was played on
May 8 of last year at 6:50 p.m. during Kim
Catcrino's show. The lyrics include, "Stick
your cock up her ass, you mother-fucking
cock-suckcr." Toscano said.
The complaint was filed on May 15 by
Shelley Showed, a '78 graduate and resident
of Upper Montclair. "1 am far, far from a
prude, but there are very few people who
would not have found that offensive,"
Showed said Wednesday. "I caded the sta
tion right after I heard it and asked if they
thought it was appropriate. They were laugh
ing and thought it was a joke."
Caterino has since transferred to Rutgers
University and could not be reached for
comment.
Assistant Chief of the FCC Complaints
Branch RogerHoldberg was indefinite about
whether the complaint would affect the re
newal; the station has been operating on a

by Ricardo Xavier

WMSC General Manager Vincent Toscano (right) explains new procedures
to a staff member to avoid future complaints.
permit that will expire on June 1.
"I suppose [the complaint] could affect
the renewal process," Holdberg said, "but
I'm not saying it will. [Complaints such as
these involve] a lengthy review process that
involves a lot of offices."
SGA President Anthony Susco said that
he feels a decision is long overdue. "It's been
so long since this decision has been pending,
we feel like we're getting the runaround
because of the urgency of the matter," he
said.

The station is currently playing a dis
claimer every hour on the half hour which
states, "Some ofthe material heard on WMSC
may be considered offensive by some listen
ers" in order to avoid similar complaints in
the future, Toscano said.
"The FCC loves to change its policy
every six months. Under previous regula
tions, songs containing profanity were al
lowed to be broadcast, but disc jockeys were

Please turn to WMSC on page 3

Student and former student
arrested for trespassing
by Pete Spencer
An MSC student and a former MSC
student were arrested for trespassing in
Blanton Had last Tuesday, Campus Police
said. The fonner student was arrested two
days ealier on the same charge.
Ernest L. Harris, 22 of Trenton, was
administratively banned from ad areas of
the college. He was arrested on March 6
after being seen with Lamont Suitt, a 19year-old MSC student who has also been
banned from ad Residence Life buildings.
Harris was also arrested on March 4 for
trespassing in Panzer Gymnasium.
Dean of Student Affairs Edward Martin
said that Harris was banned for previous

Three students
arrested for
possession and
distribution of
marijuana

behavior and Suitt was banned for violating
Residence Life policy. Martin said that Har
ris and Suitt are banned because administra
tors felt that they endangered the safety and
well-being of the students on this campus.
"Any student (treasonable enough to re
turn after being banned from campus will be
arrested,” Martin said.
An MSC student and friend of Harris
and Suitt, Pam Niedz, feels that the policy
on banning people from campus is biased.
She said that she also has been threatened
with actions by the administration because
of her relations with Harris and Suitt. “I feel
that I ’m already convicted because I’m
around people who are labeled,” she said.

TheMontclarion

Have a nice Spring
Break.
w ill resum e publication
on M arch 26.

Jackie Garcia, a student who witnessed
the arrest of Harris and Suitt on March 6
said, "As students, our word has no validity
as long as there is a contradiction by an
authority," she said.
Harris is scheduled to appearin Montclair
Township Court on March 27. Both Harris
and Suitt must appear in Little Falls Court.
A date has not been set as of yet.
The offense is considered disorderly
conduct and could be punishiable with up to
$1,000 in fines and 18 months in prison.
Sgt. Debra Newcombe of Campus Po
lice said that they would probably be fined
$500.

Editorial:
Point/Counterpoint,
page 18
SGA legislator denys accusations, page 16

Three M SC students were arrested
Tuesday night at 11:30 p.m. at their
residence in Clifton. Two o f the stu
dents were arrested for alleged pos
session and distribution of marijuana
to both M SC students and residents
o f the area, said Lt. Carl Zoecklien,
com m ander o f the Clifton Tactical
Narcotics Unit.
According to Zoecklien, a search
warrant was issued to the three stu
d e n ts at th e ir re sid e n c e . A dam
A lboher and Howard Seasonwein,
both 21, were arrested for alleged
distribution and possession of a pound
o f m arijuana, and Mike Fedor, also
21, was arrested with possession of
m arijuana under 50 grams. Zoecklien
added that $5,065 in proceeds from
drug sales was con fiscated from
Alboh *.r.
Seasonw ein and A lboher were
held on $10,000 bail and Fedor was
released with a summons, which ac
cording to Zoecklien, is the equiva
lent o f a traffic ticket.
Zoecklien said that the investiga
tion o f the incident is continuing.
The three students could not be
reached for comment.
Dean of Student Affairs Edward
M artin said that he w as just recently
inform ed o f the incident and has not
yet decided if the students will be
punished academically.
According to the Crim inal Justice
Code o f New Jersey, possession and
intent todistribute one pound of mari
juana is a second-degree offense and
is punishable with three to five years
o f imprisonment and fines of up to
$7,500.
Possession o f less than 50 grams
o f m arijuana is a fourth degree of
fense and is punishable with up to 18
m onths in prison and up to $ 1,000 in
fines.

A rts:
Childhood fantasies
page 19
The Mosh Pit
page 20
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FACULTY LECTURE
"The World of Jane Austin:
Paradigms of Conduct" by
Murray Prosky of the English
Department. Today, 7:30p.m.,
Student Center, ballroom B.
Sponsored by the Women of
Montclair.
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week in review
C om p iled b y T.S. L aw ton from The N e w York T im es,
The H erald News, The Bergen Record and CNN.
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MINI-SEMINARS
Today, March 12-"Language
Readiness for Travel in Span
ish-Speaking Countries."
Noon-1:30 p.m., Academic
Advising and Tutorial Center.
Call x5427. Next Thursday,
March
19"Improving
Speech." Noon-1:30 p.m.,
Academic Advising and Tuto
rial Center. Call x5425
BALLET
MSC presents the American
Repertory Ballet Company on
March 20 and 21. The perfor
mances will include Burke's
"Don't Teach Me Sweet Poetry"
and "S till Lifes," Stuart
Sebastian's "Mozart Dances,"
Robert Joffrey's "Pas de
Deesses," and Jeff Satlnoff's
"Short Symphony." Perfor
mances begin at 8 p.m. in Memo
rial Auditorium. Tickets are $15
general;$12 for faculty and staff,
and $10 for students and senior
citizens. Call 893-5112 for more
information.
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications for the Ralph P.
LaSalle Sr. Scholarship Award
are now available for 1992-93.
The scholarship will award $200
this year to part-time students
50 or older. The criteria for se
lection are financial need and a
demonstrated desire to com
plete the bachelor's degree. Ap
plications are being accepted
until July 15 in the Second Ca
reer Program office, College Hall,
room 306.

toional

The Bush Administration
Despite a win in Idaho Tom
is said to be ready to recog
Harkin was forced out of the
Presidential campaign by a
nize the four breakaway re
publics that left the Yugoslav & lack of funds caused by his
F e d e r a tio n . M acedonia,
devastating defeats in South
S loven ia,
B osnia,
Carolina and several other
states. Bill Clinton swept the
Herzegovina and Croatia have
South with half to as much as
been recognized by 45 nations.
suss
Fighting has died down since
two-thirds of the vote in some
states. Tsongas fared well by
a UN sponsored cease fire took
hold in January.
taking Massachusettes, Rhode
Island, and Delaware. Jerry
The United Nations voted
Brown
narrowly won Colorado
to halt a debate that would
last week and did not win at all
have led to the first con
demnation of China’s Hu
this Tuesday. President Bush
won in every state but found
man rights record. But third
world nations such as Libya,
the usual 25 to 33 percent
Buchanan protest vote in most
Cuba, and Iraq voted in sup
port of a motion that effec
states.
Record warm tempera
tiv ely ended the debate.
tures tumbled to record cold
Twenty seven nations voted
early this week. From Alaska
to support China, while west
to Tennessee thermometers
ern nations tried to get the UN
plummeted w ell below the
to condemn China’s abuses.
freezing mark. Heavy rain,
A zerb a ija n m ilita n ts
snow, sleet, wind, thunder
forced the resignation of the
storms, hail, and tornados
Azerbaijan President and
ripped through the country.
put in one of their own lead
Freezing temperatures could
ers. The move followed a re
damage crops that blossomed
cent attack by militant Arme
in 80 degree heat last week in
nians in a conflict over the
the South. The change was felt
Ngarno-Karabakh region.
Wednesday in our area.
Mainly Armenians live in the
Bo Jackson’s two sport
area governed by Azerbaijan.
storybook
sports career may
The Azerbs pledged to main
have come to an end Tues
tain possession of the disputed
day. “I was taught to earn my
area.
money;
right now I don’t think
Iraq pleaded that the UN
I can earn my keep” said Jacklift sanctions it says is killing
son. Jackson has a degenera
people. The UN contends that
tive hip disease and has opted
Iraq must get rid of it’s nuclear,
for hip replacement surgery. He
chem ical, and b iological
could only hobble at the White
weapons and technologies
Sox spring training camp.
before any moves are made.

M ob inform ant Peter
Chiodo got a message telling
him to shut up on Tuesday.
His 38-year old-sister, a
mother of three was shot in
the neck and back while sit
ting in her car. No status was
given on her condition. The
hit went against the mafia code
that prevents attacks on
women.
A N.J. state assem bly
panel approved a measure
that would gradually in
crease the state's minimum
wage from $4.25 to $5.05 in
one year instead of the en
tire $.80 being added on
April first. Florio could ig
nore the bill, essentially veto
ing it, but it is not yet clear
what he will do.
A Federal judge refused
Monday to delay the sen
tencing of hotel queen Leona
Helmsley. Helmsley said that
doctors recently discovered
that she had suffered a stroke
in September 1990 that went
unnoticed. In response, U.S.
District Judge Thomas Griesa
said, "Let's everybody get very
realistic here. Women with
health problems are incarcer
ated when they have violated
the law. They serve their sen
tence and they're cared for."
A Bill was proposed in
the N.J. State assembly that
would require people to be
tested for AIDS when ap
plying for a marriage license.
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Windy with
some clouds

Slight chance of
snow

Slight chance of
snow

Partly cloudy

Slight chance of
snow or rain

High: 27
Low: 13

High: 29
Low: 12

High: 30
Low: 13

High: 33
Low: 16

High; 37
Low: 20

Dr. Eleanor Flanigan Is from
the B u sin ess Education and Of
fice System s Administration De
partment (BEO SA), not the com
puter scien ce department.
Dr. Albert Rossetti, dean of
S B A, Is responsible, not Irrespon
sible for the teamwork felt In the
S ch o o l of B u sin ess Administra
tion.
Cherle Dubln Is the director of
Academ ic Affairs, notan SGA leg
islator.
The advertisement for Condom
Week was d e sig n e d by Ulan
Zahajkewycz.
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ROTC responds to Senate’s
recom m endation o f policy
by Nancy Gannon
The College Senate has joined a movement of college
protests against ROTC discrimination by making a recom
mendation to ban ROTC recruitment from MSC.
Last week, the College Senate made the recommenda
tion to ban ROTC recruitment because they found the
ROTC’s policy of excluding homosexuals from the pro
gram to be in violation of M SC’s nondiscrimination policy.
The recommendation was prompted by a resolution
issued by the Union for Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns
(UGLBC), which called for the proposed ban.
The UGLBC was encouraged to issue the resolution by
the ACLU Lesbian and Gay Rights Project, which has been
calling on colleges throughout the country to ban ROTC
recruitment. The movement currently involves more than
70 colleges who have been taking action to discontinue
ROTC programs. Among those colleges is Rutgers Univer
sity, which no longer issues scholarships within the ROTC
program.
UGLBC adviser, Dr. Gilbert Zicklin, an associate pro
fessor in the Sociology Department, was very pleased that
the College Senate made the recommendation.
“It’s a matter of principle. If it were women or blacks
being banned, I think people would more clearly see the
discrimination,” Zicklin said.
MSC is involved in a cross enrollment ROTC program.
Students who enroll in the program receive academic credit
for classes taken at Seton Hall University, or NJIT.

US Army Lieutenant Colonel Bighia, professor of Mili
tary Science at Seton Hall University, runs the Army ROTC
program which includes approximately 10 MSC students.
Bighia said that homosexuals are prohibited from the
ROTC because it is a Department of Defense policy that
“homosexuality is incompatible with the military service.”
Bighia expressed his concerns regarding the recommenda
tion.
“The people that would be hurt if there is a ban are the
students who want to serve their country. The students
would also not have the opportunity to get scholarships or
other financial aid,” Bighia said.
Zicklin stated that he feels scholarships given out through
the ROTC are discriminatory.
“Some people shouldn’t benefit from discrimination.
Those who get scholarships are not competing in a group in
which there is fair representation,” Zicklin said.
The recommendation has been acknowledged by the
college administration. According to Dr. Richard Lynde,
the vice-president of Academic Affairs, this issue will be
given very careful consideration by an Executive Commit
tee of presidents and vice presidents.
“It has to be formally proposed to the administration,”
Lynde said. “The resolution is very long, there are several
requests, w e’ll pick apart and take the actions we feel are
appropriate," he said.
Lynde did not say when the committee would meet to
discuss the issue.

WMSC from page 1
forbidden to use profanity. Now that’s changed. Songs with
profanity are now banned except in the ‘safe harbor’ period
between 12 a.m. and 6 a.m.," he said.
WMSC broadcasts from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. The music and
production departments, he added, are now labelling al
bums regarding their content to alert disc jockeys who may
be unfamiliar with the material they contain.
"We have a simple choice: lose some of our freedom of
speech or lose our radio station," he said.
Showell said that she never intended for the station to
lose its license, but felt that the students acted irresponsibly.
"When you’re in charge of a radio station, you have a
responsibility to make sure you have responsible people
behind the mike,” she said. “I feel the students should have
been formally reprimanded.”
She added that she had contacted Dean of Student
Affairs Edward Martin about the matter last year. "He said
he would check with the station manager [at that time, who
was Bill Clemins] and get back to me. He never did," she
said.
Martin said Wednesday that he hoped the matter would

3
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be resolved soon. "There has been a conflict of what’s
allowed on the air and our radio station has been caught in
the middle of it," he said.
He added that he could not recall the specifics of last
year's incident. "We get two or three complaints a semes
ter," he said.
Showell disagreed. "That's baloney. I talked to him three
times. I talked to his secretary. I gave her a mouthful of the
lyrics and she almost dropped dead," she said.
Toscano said that Martin had informed Clemins that
Showell would not report the incident to the FCC if she
received a formal apology from the station.
Showell said that she never made such a promise. "He
[Martin] is covering his butt," she said. She added, however,
that Clemins had phoned her two weeks later to personally
apologize and said he would keep Caterino off the air as long
as he was station manager.
"By that time, the letter to the FCC was in the mail," she
said. "Maybe it takes getting the federal government in
volved to get people to take you seriously."

MSC alumnus appointed N.J. state treasurer

Samuel Crane, newly appointed state treasurer, spoke at apolitical science class yeaterday. He
is an MSC alumnus who graduated in 1974 and served a term as SGA president while he was
here.

SGA freezes
HRO'sbudget
for the rest of
the semester
by John Tibbetts
Human RelationsOrganization’s'tHRO) budget was
permanently frozen after a two hour long deliberation at
last night’s SGA meeting.
Tony Susco, SGA president, explained that the
Executive Board initially decided to freeze HRO’s
budget because of operational problems. “HRO only
has 13 voting members, yet 15 are constitutionally
required,” Susco said.
He added that after H R O ’s president, Glenn
Laniewski, resigned, it became clear that HRO was no
longer a functioning Class One organization.
Dan Olawski, SGA secretary, said that he had not
received any general membership meeting minutes so
far this semester. “According to last semester’s min
utes, no more than 11 members were everpresent at any
meeting,” Olawski added.
Steve Starr, current HRO president, argued that
HRO should not be punished for having had a president
that didn’t communicate well to his organization. “The
SGA shouldn’t be punished for Dave Blacker’s recent
arrest either,” Starrsaid. Starr also told the legislature to
work with HRO, instead of working against the organi
zation.
Irene Marousis,HRO's vice-president last semester,
expressed her opposition to the SGA Executive Board’s
actions as well. The decision is partially based on a runin between Seth Leibowitz, Board of Trustees Alternate
and aclose friend of the SGA Executive Board, and Tete
Tetens, instructor in the Counseling, Human Develop
ment, and Educational Leadership Department and
HRO’s adviser, Marousis said. “This is a personal
problem, don’t bring it in here,” she said.
The run-in, which occurred between Leibowitz and
Tetens at an HRO weekend, involved the ethics of
teaching Neuro Linguistic Programming. “The idea of
‘group think’ exhibited at the HRO weekend that I went
to reminds me of the conforming power that motivated
Nazi Germany to cause the Holocaust,” Leibowitz said.
An outraged member of the audience, Frank Little,
former SGA treasurer, stated that he was insulted by
Leibowitz’s comparison of a “nationally accepted coun
selling technique” and Nazi Germany.
Peggy Bane, SGA legislator, said that the legislature
is responsible for the students’ money and that HRO’s
budget was frozen because of the organization’s inabil
ity to provide a service to the students, not because of
personal differences.
Cherie Dubin, director of Academic Affairs for the
SGA, added, “HRO’s goal is to foster communication.
They have not proven their capability tonight. Further,
I trust the Executive Board’s decision.”
Robert Tranter, SGA treasurer, later added that he
hadn’t seen HRO’s treasurer, Jay Catena, since last
December and that Leibowitz’s run-in with Tetens had
no effect on his decision to freeze the budget.
Susco said that the run-in confirmed his belief that
HRO was experiencing difficulties. "The decision to
freeze HRO’s budget was mostly based on their low
membership, low turn-outs at their events, and a fluctu
ating executive board,” Susco said.
Michael Siglow, active HRO member, said, “The
crux of the matter is, it’s not over.”
Starr added that HRO is offering quality instead of
quantity. “I believe that teaching 50 people how to
communicate properly is more important than 2,000
people listening to an Allman Brothers concert, for
which Class One Concerts paid more than our entire
budget.”
HRO’s budget will remain frozen for the remainder
o f the semester. Until then, they will remain a Class One
organization.
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TO ALL CURRENTLY
STUDENTS WHO WILL BE
G IN THE SUMMER
S 1 9 9 2 AND/OR FALL
•EMESTER 1 9 9 2
Registration for the Summer Sessions 1992 and the Fall
Semester 1992 will occur simultaneously between
April 7-23. 1992.
All students w ho are enrolled for the Spring 1992 and w ho are eligible to return for
the Summer or Fall 1992 w ill have a Registration Appointment Card mailed to their
home address during the w eek of Spring Break, March 16, 1992.
Undergraduate students w ho are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits w ill be
assigned an in-person registration appointment date and time. Undergraduate
students w ho are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students
w ill be assigned a range of dates during w hich they should submit their registration
form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar
Cards w ill not be generated for students w ho are on the May 1992 Graduation list.
Students w ho are graduating in May and w ho w ish to register for Summer or Fall
1992 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 893-4376 for direction.
Students w ho do not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements and students w ho have an
outstanding financial obligation to the College w ill not be sent their cards These
students must report to either the Basic Skills Office or the Business Office to obtain
their card.
You m ust have th is card in order to register.
No one w ill be permitted into the registration site w ithout a Registration Appointment
Card Registration forms submitted to the office w ill not be processed w ithout the
Registration Appointment Card attached.
STUDENTS W HO DO NOT RECEIVE A CARD BY MARCH 19. 1992. SHOULD CONTACT
THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR IMMEDIATELY AT 893-4376.
PLEASE READ THE SUMMER SESSIONS CATALOG AND THE FALL 1992 SCHEDULE OF
COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!
They w ill be available March 30, 1992.
You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book It is for
both Summer and Fall registration. The Registration Appointm ent Card, together w ith
this form, w ill serve as your personal registration packet.
Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.
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Tut your car in our hands

D E T A IL IN
P R O F E S S I O N A L D E T A IL IN G S Y S T E M S

LET US MAKE YOUR
VEHICLE SHINE FOR YOU...

UNSHOE AND OUT!
S e r v ic e s in c lu d e ...

• WASHING
• WAXING
• TEFLON COATING
• ENGINE POWER WASHING
• COMPLETE INTERIOR SERVICING
AUTOMOBILES • VANS • PICKUP TRUCKS
LIMOUSINES • MOTORCYCLES • RVs • BOATS
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL

OR BEEP US AT

(201) 759-4279

516-9684

.w
^ \ o R SERVICES 10% DISCOUNT
ASK ABOUT )FREEPICKUP\ DONE ON
WITH THIS AD
OUR WAX [ & DELIVERY ) PREMISES
GUARANTEE.' \
/ J
J

March of Dimes

WALK AMERICA
Walking for healthier

Sunday, April 26,1992
Contact Jenn at X4698 for more information
Free buses leaving from Montclair State on Sunday morning
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Spanish article:

C AM PUS POLICE

La comunidad latinoamericana
celebra el centenario del
nacimiento de César Vallejo

R

E

El departamento de Español e Italiano,
en conjunto con el “Comité Centenario de
César Vallejo” y la Asociación Estudiantil
del Colegio de Fin de Semana (W.C.S.A.)
clase II del S.G.A., han organizado un
seminario para conmemorar el centenario
del nacimiento de César Abraham Vallejo,
uno de los poetas latinoamericanos más
grandes de este siglo. Vallejo, con su obra
“Los Heraldos Negros” publicada en 1919,
fué el iniciador de una nueva época en el
proceso literario peruano.
El seminario tendrá lugar en el “Russ
Hall” iniciando con una conferencia el
sábado 14 de marzo del presente a las 9:00
A.M. La apertura estará a cargo del señor
Héctor Santillán, presidente del comité
anteriormente mencionado; seguido de una
introducción por parte del Dr. Vicenzo
B o llettin o , m iem bro facu ltativ o del
departamento de Español e Italiano de este
plantel.

La conferenciaseráofrecidaporun grupo
de expertos en la vida y obra de César
Vallejo. Entre ellos contaremos con la
prescencia del Dr. José Serna de la
Universidad de St. Paul en Miss.; el Dr.
Guido Podestá de la Universidad de Madison en Wiss.; el Dr César Alba Lascano de
Perú; de MSC el Dr. Galo Vaca-Acevedo,
quién es egresado de la Universidad de
Sorbonne en París y el biógrafo y crítico
francés, André Coyné.
El domingo 15 de marzo a las 10:00
A.M. se llevará a cabo una mesa redonda en
la cual participarán todos los conferencistas.
La clausura del seminario correrá a cargo
del Dr. José Miguel Oviedo, miembro
facultativo de la Universidad de Pensilvania.
Al final del seminario se presentarán
música y bailes folklóricos de Perú.
Come se puede apreciar, dicho seminario
prom ete ser uno de los eventos más
interesantes de este mes, debido a la amplia
selección de los conferencistas y al tema del
seminario en sí.

English article:

Latin-American community celebrates
Cesar Vallejo’s 100th birthday
by Jorge L. Cruz

Celebrate

Spring Break '92
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ft. lauderdale beach,
florida

Live O.J. Emceeing Poolside Contests
Water Volleyball • Swim Relays • Bellyflop Contests
Climax the Dav with Summers Sexv Contests

7pmS:30pm*College Happy Hour
li
Free Spring Break '92 T-Shirt
|: with paid admission for above college students
between 7pm-8:30pm with proper college I.D.
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Harassment:
3/3: At about 4 p.m. a female student
complained to campus police that her exboyfriend was harassing her in the library.
Ex-boyfriend is not a student.
3/9: At 4 p.m. a library employee called
and reported that a white male, mid 40’s,
approximately 6 ’, medium build, with short
blonde hair, was allegedly looking up the
dresses of unsuspecting women. According
to the complaintant, the male would sit at a
vantage point which would allow him to
look up women’s dresses. Reportedly, he
has been observed in the library five other
times, doing similar things. The suspect
allegedly claims he was waiting for his wife
who is a part-time student.

Stolen Vehicles:
3/4: A male resident of Clove Road re
ported his 1988 Jeep Wrangler was stolen
from lot 28. It was recovered by the Newark
Police on Mar. 9.
Between 3/3 and 3/4, a 1986 Nissan
200SX, parked in West Quarry Way, had
its side window smashed. Nothing was re
ported stolen.
3/4: Between 6 and 10:11 p.m. a 1984
Pontiac Fiero, parked in lot 30, had its side
window smashed. Nothing was reported sto
len.
Between 1 a.m. on 3/6 and 7:30 a.m. on
3/7, a glass door, on the lower level of the
Student Center near the MAC machine was
broken. Nothing was reported stolen.

Damage:
3/8: Between 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. an
employee reported a softball had cracked
the windshield of a car.

Enjoy Summers Drink Specials!

ii------------------------------

Live Music Till 2am Nightly
6 Bars to Serve You... Plus Seventh Heaven

R

T

Theft:
3/3: Between 6 and 6:30 p.m. a Clove
Road resident reported a wallet, credit cards,
a master lock, and jeans were stolen from the
Field House.
3/4: At 11 a.m. three students reported
their wallets were stolen from the Fine Arts
Buildingroom 125. They were reportedly in
class, and left for a break, when they re
turned to the room they found their wallets
had been stolen. The wallets were found
later in the building, but the cash and credit
cards had been taken. There are two wit
nesses who describe the suspect as a black
male, approximately 5 ‘8”—5 ’9”, with a thin
mustache. He was reported to be wearing a
black sweatshirt with NJIT lettering in red,
and a black, red, and pink bicycle cap.
3/5: A staff member reported that between7:30a.m. and 12 noon, jumper cables
had been stolen from a car parked behind the
football field.

Bomb Threat:
3/4: At 1:46 a.m. Blanton Hall received
a bomb threat. The call originated from
another campus phone. Both Blanton and
Bohn Halls, the building the call originated
from, were evacuated.

Disorderly Persons:
3/4: At 11:48 p.m. a Executive Security
Guard reported a disturbance in the quad
outside of Bohn. Two men, not students,
were allegedly throwing rocks at Bohn Hall.
They had reportedly visited a Bohn resident
and were then asked to leave. There were no
arrests.
3/7: At 8:48 p.m. ¡jt Blanton Hall A.M.
reported a male student, who had been
banned by the administration from entering
all residence halls, was seen in Blanton. He
was allegedly found hiding in the closet of
his girlfriend’s room. He was escorted from
the building. No complaints were signed.

Warning:
The Campus Police have received many
complaints about people on campus selling
magazine subscriptions and students never
receiving their magazines. Campus Police
suggest not to buy any subscriptions from
anyone on campus. If you are approached by
anyone selling magazine subscriptions,
please call Campus Police at x5222.

IS C recognizes D elta X i
D elta as a sorority
by Renee McDonell

lOam-epm Poolside Parties

MONTCLAIR STATE PARTY
W ednesday, M arch 1 8 th

- Q.

3/5: At 8:15 p.m. a Bohn Hall A.M.
reported a fire in the 8th floor C-wing.
Reportedly someone placed a trash can on
the top of an electric stove. Clifton Fire
Department responded, and no extensive
damage was reported.
3/6: At 7:52 p.m. a Clove Road resident
reported that a pile of leaves behind the 300
buildings was on fire. Residents extinguished
fire before the Little Falls Fire Department
responded.

Vandalism:

The Spanish/Italian department along with the “Cesar Vallejo’s Centennial Commit
tee,” and the Weekend College Student Association, class II of the S.G.A., have organized
an event to commemorate the centennial birth of Cesar Abraham Vallejo. Vallejo was one
of the greatest Latin-American poets of this century. He initiated a new era in the Peruvian
literary process with his work called “Los Heraldos Negros," which was published in 1919.
This event will take place at Russ Hall on Saturday, March 14,1992 at 9:00 a.m. The
opening words will be given by Mr. Hector Santillan, president o f the committee, followed
by an introduction given by Dr. Vincenso Bolettino, faculty member of the Spanish/Italian
department.
The conference will be lectured by a team o f experts on Cesar Vallejo’s life and works.
Among the guest speakers are: Dr. Jose Serna from St. Paul University in Miss., Dr. Guido
Podesta from Madison University in Wisconsin; Dr. Cesar Alba Lascano, MSC’s Dr. Galo
Vaca-Acevedo, who graduated from Sorbonne University in Paris; and from France, Dr.
Andre Coyne.
On Sunday, March 15 at 10:00 a.m. these lecturerer's will participate in an open forum.
The closing words will be given by Dr. Jose Miguel Oviedo from the University of
Pennsylvania. At the end of the program there will be folkloric dances and Peruvian music.
Due to the wide selection of the guest speakers and the subject of the conferences itself,
it promises to be one of the most interesting events of this month. So, stop by and join the
seminar.

O

compiled by Paul Christopher Stec

Fire:
por Jorge L. Cruz

P

After nearly two hours of deliberations
called by SGA President Tony Susco Tues
day evening, the Intra Sorority Council (ISC)
agreed to recognize Delta Xi Delta as a
sorority provided they withhold from pledg
ing until Jan. 1992.
Delta Xi Delta was granted a Class III
Charterby the SGA against Greek Council’s
recommendation last Wednesday. ISC felt
they were not capable of taking on another
sorority at this time mainly because Alpha
Omega and Sigma Tau Nu are still newly
established.
Tony Susco said, “In order for Delta Xi

Delta to be incorporated into ISC, it needed
ISC's support and recognition. The Execu
tive Board was only willing to grant the
charter with that recommendation in mind.”
Rebecca Blazer, president of Delta Xi
Delta, said, “I ’m glad we finally came to an
agreement. We tried before but it just didn’t
happen. Tony was a good mediator.”
Janet Jaramillo, secretary of ISC, said,
“If Delta Xi Delta had been willing to com
promise in the first place they would have
gotten a yes vote from Greek Council.”
As a result of the Delta Xi Delta/ISC
compromise an amendment has been added
to the bill. No new organizations will be
accepted into ISC until the Spring of 1994 in
order to allow Delta Xi Delta one year to
become established on campus.
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P la n n e d P a r e n th o o d
Essex County
Affordable Women's Health Care
GYN Exams
Birth Control
Counseling
Infection Treatment
Pregnancy Tests
Prompt Appointments - Evening Hours - Bilingual Staff
29 No. Fullerton Ave.
Montclair
746-7116
Convenient locations also in E. Orange and Newark

Tuesday and
Thursday Night is
M o n tc la ir S ta te

COLLEGE NIGHT
9pm - 12am
Skaters W orld R o ller Rink
Ramapo Shopping Plaza
Hamburg Turnpike • W ayne
694-9441

R ED EEM
THIS AD

FOR
DISCOUNT
PASS

Admission: $5.50
w/College ID: 4.50
Skate Rental: 1.50

Next Meeting:

Thursday
March 12, 4:00 p.lm.
Cafeteria B
Student Center

Music by Robert Jacksort from The Roxy - NYC
- Clubs - Organizations - Fraternities Book your group of 10 or more in advance for S3 per person
Reserve the rink for your next fund raiser!

A Class II Organization of the SGA, Inc.

YOUR PICTURE SHOULD BE
IN YOUR YEARBOOK
SIGN-UPS, February 25 to March 29
PLACEi S.C. Information Desk
DATE, March 30 thru April 2
April 6 thru April 10

THIS IS THE FINAL SITTING!!!
La Campana is a Class One organization o f the

The Afon/c/ar/on/Thursday, March 12,1992

•EXPOSE,

Build an impressive resume
Gain journalistic experience
BIG $$$$$$ in our business department
Expand your computer know-how
Meet fcrusw and InTeReStlnG people
Find out what's happening on campus before
anyone else
Join our Photography Department
vfc Many positions open: advance quickly
- 'i c

Stop by Room 11 3 in the Student Center or C a ll 8 9 3 - 5 1 6 9
T H E

M O N T C L A R I O N

I S

A

C L A S S

O N E

O F

T H E

S G A
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M O N TCLA IR STATE
School of Fine & Performing Arts

presents
In prison

A

L

L

E

Y

C

O

M

P

A

N

Y

(formerly Princeton Ballet)

Montclair State faculty, staff and students:

2 tickets for only $10!
Regularly $15 each.

/ /y s /' / /( /•. it n y /\ ■
i n i r i•: s / o / i v
l \I\TRSALPICTl'RESPRfs[\Ts \V.O.V.prudirno\ i\ \sson\rio\ uithTHESL1\ DA.MELCOMPINT "\MERlC\WlE"
UII.LIAMFORSÏÏHE PEPESERVE E\ ELI\ \ fERYWDEZ ' DEWISLAMBERT [LAIDEGUDETTE
........iRi'!Mü;\í; FLOYDMITRIX LOI ADLER„ : BREWFHWKiSH '" if LOYDMITRI!
rJlOYDMITRl’X>\DDESMONDVIRANO ASLAVDANIEL ROBERT«.YOUNG EDWARD| WIESOLMOS
ÍR
W! VEDUARDJAMESOLMOS AIMIIRSALRELEASE

O P E N S

F R ID A Y M A R C II 13 n i

tH lS ^

A D4r3/

March 20 & 21 at 8:00 p.m.
in Memorial Auditorium
CALL 201-893-5112

1st annual
All artwork submitted for publication in
Four Walls (MSC's literary and arts
magazine) will be on display in
Room 116, Student Center Annex

to d a y and Wednesday,
March 24and 25
Get a sneak preview of what will be printed in the
new issue. Compare your chooses with ours and
feel free to make comments or ask questions about
the judging process.

- O R -

just come by for the FREE FOOD

Look for the Spring issue during the first week of May

sponsored by four walls/quarterly

The Quarterly office is located in Room 113A Student
Center Annex. For more information call 893-4410.
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What women need to remember in November
Holtzman at “Feminism: Then and Now” conference
gives the political agenda
by Annmarle Caplcchlonl
and Audrey Regan
Women's issues are at stake and women
need to get active, said the Honorable Liz
Holtzman, comptroller of New York City,
to a full Ballroom B on Tuesday night.
Holtzman was keynote speaker at a confer
ence sponsored by the Women's Center and
the Women’s Study Program at MSC.
Referring to the current political race,
Holtzman said women must get more in
volved in the world once thought to be only
for men. Although women are in office at
the local level and they have made an impact
there, they are not yet holding office at the
federal level.
Holtzman said only two percent of the
Senate are women, and that is not reflective
of the fact that 53 percent of the American
population are women. Women are more
likely to take initiative on womens’ issues;
therefore, it is imperative for women to be
involved.
“Israel, Britain and the Philippines have
all had women heads of state,” she said.
“But we are a long way away from that ever
happening.”
Holtzman accuses the Reagan-Bush era
of a lack of concern in women's issues and
for a number of setbacks that have been dealt
to women overthe last decade. “The ReaganBush era has put a chill on women's rights,”
she said, citing attempts to overturn the Roe
vs. Wade ruling by choosing conservative
candidates for Supreme Court positions.
She stressed the need for women to sort
through the political rhetoric, (and hard
pressed for an answer) she admitted Paul
Tsongas was one candidate who expressed
opinion in favor of women’s reproductive
freedom. Arkansas Senator Bill Clinton, she
said, is also in favor, but during his admin
istration there were some restrictions placed
on women's reproductive freedoms in his
state.
Holtzman said women's rights are an
issue in this upcoming election. However,
she cautioned siding with a particular party,
saying that neither Democrats nor Republi
cans are neccesarily partial to women. There
fore, women need to look at individual can
didates.
Women aren’t necessarily feminists, ei

The Honorable Liz Holtzman, comptroller of New York City and former Brooklyn district attorney
and U.S. Congresswoman, was the keynote speaker at Tuesday's feminism conference.
ther, she said. They may subscribe to tradi
tional patriarchal views, in effect reinforc
ing an inferior status of women
One problem with women getting into
office is financing a campaign Holtzman
cited one reason why women find it hard to
get into office. She said that today, for a
congressional campaign, one needs approxi
mately a half-million dollars. It’s difficult
for a newcomer to raise this money, but
more difficult for a newcomer who is a
wom an Financing a woman is more risky
than financing a man because of the existing
sexism in society, she said.
Women and money are also an issue in
the current election where welfare mothers
seem to be taking the heat. Holtzman shifts
the focus away from the mothers and to the
philosophy behind the program. She says
the welfare system is based on a philosophy
of women's dependence on men and that the
philosophy needs to change before the sys
tem can be improved.
Also, she said in a society in which
women still make approximately 70 cents to
a m an’s dollar, women's economic depen

dence is not encouraged. Holzman also said
she finds it difficult to believe that welfare
women have more children for the minimal
extra money.
Holtzman said that for a 53 percent popu
lation standing, women only see about 10
percent of the budget. What’s worse, a sig
nificant amount of cutbacks came out of that
10 percent during the Reagan-Bush era.
Holtzman said Americans need to spend
more money on women's health care and
contraceptive research.
Besides political issues, Holtzman listed
a host of facts and percentages, one of which
was that the incidence of rape in 1990 was
the highest ever in this country. There were
100,433 rapes reported.
Marital rape is still permissable in half of
the states in the country, she said, explaining
that women are still treated as property. The
Equal Rights Amendment would end this
derogation.
If any message was loud and clear it was
Holtzman’s call for action. Women must get
involved, she said, for it is them who will
best further their own cause.

What was that statistic? she asked.
During her speech, Liz Holtzman spewed manyfacts about the inferior position of women in America. Some ofthem are listed
here.

For every dollar a man earns, a woman earns 70 cents.
Two-thirds of minimum wage workers are women.
A woman with four years o f college earns less than a man with only a high school
diploma.
Only two percent of the members in Senate are women.
One-third of all womens* injuries in the emergency room are from domestic violence.
30-40 percent of women say they suffer sexual harassment.
In 1990, there were 100,433 rapes reported in this country.
Marital rape is still permissable in half the states in the country.
RU46, a new oral contraceptive, is legal in France, England and Scandinavia but not
in the U.S.
One company now researches women's contraception. There used to be 28 in
operation.

Conference
offers
feminist
awareness
without
the fuss
by Annmarle Caplcchlonl
Feminism has arrived at MSC. On Tues
day, March 10, the Women’s Center and
Women’s Studies Department presented a
program, “Feminism: Then and Now.” The
program consisted of various speakers, work
shops, dinner and concluded with an infor
mative speech by Comptroller Elizabeth
Holtzman of NYC.
Topics ranged from “How 1 became a
feminist” by Maxine Greene to workshops
on sexual harassment, violence against
women, women in history, women’s repro
duction rights and women in the workplace.
The program was directed toward col
lective consciousness-raising and support
ive networking of women. There was ample
interest on topics and overall the conference
reflected a strong feminist current on cam
pus.
Students, guests, faculty and speakers
interacted creating acommunity atmosphere.
Although discussioas focused primarily on
societal problems, the mood of the program
was positive and directed toward problem
solving.
The conference successfully brought
women together in the feminist movement.
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WE’VE CORNEREDn l
THE MARKET
ON CREATIVE
SUMMER COURSES.
Pratt offers sum m er courses that do a little m ore than
you’d expect. T hat’s because our students, the m ost
talented and creative people in the country, set high
standards. During our tw o sum m er sessions from
M ay 2 6 —July 2 and July 6 —A ugust 14* w e’re offering
hundreds of undergraduate, graduate and professional
courses designed for creative people.
Choose from program s in architecture, advertising,
art education, book arts, city and regional planning,
com puter graphics, construction m anagem ent, creative
arts therapy, draw ing, engineering, facilities m anage
m ent, fashion, film, fine arts, graphic design, illustration,
industrial and interior design, jewelry, inform ation and
library science, painting, photography, printm aking,
sculpture, urban design, video telecom m unication, and
visual studies. Sum m er internships are also available.
TRAVEL/STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS TO ITALY,
JAPAN, DENMARK AND SPAIN.
SUMMER MASTER’S PROGRAMS IN COMPUTER
GRAPHICS, FINE ARTS, GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND IN
FORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE. To find out
more, return th e coupon or call: (718) 636-3453,
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Perm anent Part-tim e
Package H andlers
O u r tuition reimbursement package
is one of the most important
packages LIPS delivers.
United Parcel Service knows how difficult it is these days to get through
school, academically and financially. While we can't help you get better
grades, we can help you by offering one of the most generous tuition reim
bursement packages around.
By working 3-5 hours a day, 5 days a week on selected shifts, you can be
eligible for educational loans of up to $25,000 a year and tuition reimburse
ment of up to $2,000 a semester. You'll also start at $8 an hour, be able to
pick a schedule that works around your classes, get paid holidays and vaca
tions, receive company benefits and be eligible for promotions.
UPS also knows that free time is important. As a part-time package handler,
you’ll get weekends off! That’s plenty of time to study or recharge.
No wonder we say UPS delivers more than a great job...UPS Delivers
Education.
To learn more about this great opportunity, please visit the Student
Center on Wednesday, March 18th, from 11am to 3pm or Wednesday,
March 25th, from 4pm to 8pm. Or, apply in person during our regular
interview hours at one of the locations listed below.
UPS Secaucus
493 County Ave.
Mon.-Fri., 9am-11am
Mon.-Thurs., 4pm-6pm

’ Numerous shorter sessions are offered also.

Pratt Institute ■ School o f Professional Studies
200 Willoughby A ve, Brooklyn, N Y 1120S ■ (718) 636-3453, ext. 713
Please send me information on: □ Sum m er Courses
□ Summer Master’s Programs
□ Travel/Study Programs

UPS Saddle Brook
280 Midland Ave.
Tues. & Thurs., 2pm-4pm

Ü

Equal Opportunity Employer
I II

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
proudly announces the
establishment of its
newest colony

Montdai^State
March 7, 1992
C o n g r a tu la tio n s T ri S ig m a P le d g e s !!
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MSMMM! Mid-semester March Macabre Madness
Take a walk around campus, particularly
down by the once serene and isolated am
phitheater and there's not all that much to
look at anymore. Oh sure the bells of the
college hall tower bellow every hour on the
hour nowadays, but in essence, the sur
rounding area mirrors the mood on campusmuddy, frustrating, idiotic and illogical.
Everybody feels it. It's the "Mid-semester
March Macabre Madness" (MSMMM Try
to sound it out. It takes on the quality of a
moose in heat,)ready to tighten its evil grip
around our unsuspecting school. The time
of year where people can be found banging
each other's eyeballs out behind Life Hall or
sending roadkill to one another, that sort of
thing. It's terribly endearing to watch so long
as it's not your optical juice that's being
spilled.
There was this guy in the Student Center
quad the other day, who after stepping out of
liis three hour History to Luggage class,
proceeded to flip completely. His limp body
fell flat on the concrete in a perfect fetal
position. He quivered for a moment or two,
dug his fingernails deep into his flashy fore
head and began to garble in some quasiArabic dialect that he was, by his own ad
mission, a piece of blueberry pie and that if
everyone didn't stop looking at him, he would
shave his pubic hair. Some kind soul scooped
him up and took his crumbled psyche to the
Drop-In Center. Rumor has it, however, that
they didn't have shaving cream and the rest
is left to the imagination. But it's stuff like

this that should be making us all question
our own. Sanity in these pressurized cham
bers of life at MSC. Sometimes it takes more
than the Loop or Fatsos on Wednesday night
to combat the monsters of MSMMM. Take
a stand. The very fabric of western civiliza
tion as we know it may depend upon whether
or not, we the 10,000 undergraduates of
Camp Montclair, can work together. Kind
of like a giant group dynamic class.
Picture this. You're sitting in class, say.
Philosophy of the Navel and the kid sitting
next to you starts drooling uncontrollably.
He is visibly astounded by the puddle of
saliva collecting around his feet and he
begins to play with it allowing the strings of
spit to glide betweenhis fingers. Now you've
missed quite a number of these classes and
you really should be paying attention, but
this kid needs major help. I mean, he's pick
ing his nose now wiping it on the wall and
singing "Three Blind Mice" to himself.
See how they run.
See how they ru a
On cue, he dashes around the room,
flapping his arms wildly, seemingly trying
to remain inconspicuous while at the same
time venting his madness without yielding
"Run! Run! Run!"The professor, undaunted,
continues to lecture about how belly buttons
are really the answer to the questions that
plague men about the universe. It's time for
you, his fellow student to save him from his
spiraling and pitiful demise.
Take the kid by the ear, drag him out into

the hall and sit his butt down. Look deep into
his lint-filled eyes. No doubt about it, an
acute case of MSMMM sickens the jellolike figure before you. He has dug a hole
eight feet deep and filled it with overdue

traffic violations, tests, papers and forgotten
Valentine presents; procrastinated essays,
overlooked organizational duties and a gen
eral lack of bathing and personal hygiene.
This could be you by the end of the week, so
even the most miniscule amount of charity
could give you enough positive Karma to
shorten your own time in MSMMM purga
tory.
Without letting the victim out of your
sight, obtain the following items: a wet,
warm rag, (preferably not your father's old

underwear or anything. Perhaps those bur
lap paper towels from the men's bathroom),
a Dr Pepper (regular, not diet) and a
substancial amount of cigarettes and drugs
(uppers are preferred, but that's not to say
that Valium cannot be administered). Ar
range the items in a semi-circle in front of
the victim and take three steps back. If he
reaches immediately for the drags, your job
is done. Within a half hour, he will be in the
stratosphere, where eight o'clock classes
and catty sorority girls can't be found. When
he regains consciousness, hopefully with
his faculties intact, he'll be able to function
as a productive member of Montclair soci
ety. Otherwise, he'll continue spewing bodily
fluids as he fumbles with the rag and soda. In
this case, force feed him the valium.
The odds of having to deal with a case
this severe are quite slim, however, more
benign symptoms of MSMMM readily ap
pear on our roommates, friends, and bloody
partners as astonishing rates. Sultry and
sensuous backscratchers can, without fail,
soothe the lesser aspects of MSMMM, (say
it again for effect: MSMMM).
Fear not, fellow urchins, MSMMM
passes after your last class before Spring
Break. At that exact moment, you notice
yourself transformed into a brewski guz
zling horny toad of decadence, the down
side being wondering over which is worse.
The answer indeed eludes us...
Editor’s note .Appetite really doesn't like
this article all that much, anyway.

The C om m unity Speaks
What are you doing for Spring Break?
Being a dedicated student, I will be
working at Suburban Cablevision, earning
my credits toward graduation in May 1992.

I'll be lifting weights, spending time
with my girlfriend and trying to catch up on
my school work.

Ruelda Dempster

Stewart Noboa
Freshman, computers

Senior, communication studies

I am going to sunny Paterson.
Miladiz Mendez
Junior, management

I’m going home to lay out under my sun
lamp and swim in my tub.
Brian Hansler
Junior, retail management
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Meadowlands
Racetrack
E a s t R u t h e r f o r d , NJ

Friday, March 27,1992
C o n t a c t y o u r s t u d e n t a c tiv itie s
o f f ic e f o r y o u r F R E E t i c k e t .
H a n d ic a p p in g S e m in a r b e g in s
at

6 : 45 p m .

First Race at 7:30pm

/4 t

M e e t y o u r frie n d s a t th e
S p o r ts B a r A re n a !

THE M E A D ® W L A N D S
M a k e A N i g h t Of It.
Sponsored by the Senior Committee

s t h iev t

mu h e

r I) \ I) r LIIIIII
n m i u v e h it s
ne

rtw o rk by students w ill now be show n
in the lounge on the second flo o r o f C alcia
Fine A rts B uilding. Solo and/or group show s
w ill last one to tw o w eeks.

Il B I E II IV li

f

om e and find out m ore about the e x h i
b itio n space at upcom ing A C E (A rtists for
C reative E ndeavors) m eetings. M eeting dates
and tim es w ill be p o sted th ro u g h o u t C alcia.

F

L i njoy this great offer w hile the sem es
ter lasts!
ACE

IS

A

CLASS

TWO

OF

THE

S G A

MANNY
February 2!) Mardi 14
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Essay winner for African-American Month:
oteworthys
The volunteer group Projects
for People is seeking volunteers
over 21 to assist developmen-

The importance of African-American
involvement in the American political system

tally disabled adults in learning
sports activities at North Jersey
Developmental Center in Totowa
on Tuesday, March 2 4 , between
6 :3 0 and 8 :3 0 p.m. General
meetings of PFP are held at 7p.m.
every thi rd Tuesday of the month
at the Allwood branch of the
Clifton Library. Anyone inter
ested contact the Volunteer A c
tion Center of Passaic County

by Valerie Richardson

Editor's note: Thefollowing is the win
ning essay of a contest run by Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc. and Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. Essays were judged byt
Dr. O. Ageyman, chairperson of the
political science department for inno
vation, composition and grammar. The
prize was $50.

(VAC) Director Charissa Murray
at 201 -279-6526.

The importance o f African-Ameri
cans* involvement in the American po

P lan n ed

P arenth o o d

of

Greater Northern New Jersey
and other pro-choice groups
are participating in a "March
for Women's Lives" on Sun
day, April 5, 1992, in W ash 
ington, D.C. PPGNNJ is send

litical system is that it would increase
representation in all levels o f the govern
ment. This increase would produce a chain
reaction among the members of the Afri
can-Am erican com m unity nationwide;
there would be more qualified AfricanAmericans in public office and voter turn
out at the polls. This would eventually
lead to an increase in the awareness o f the

ing buses from the seven coun
ties: Bergen, Hunterdon, Morris,
Somerset, Sussex, Union and
W arren. Round trip bus fare is
$ 2 5 per person.

For further

inform ation ca ll 2 0 1 - 5 3 9 -

“These o fficia ls have
never visited, much less
lived in a high crime inner

9 580, ext. 249 or 242.

city project. They have not
Ifyou know of something "note
worthy," contact the Cam pus Life
desk at The Montclarion, S .C . A n 

The increased interest would provoke

African-Americans by the government
in the past and the lack o f competent

the people in the government to come up
with real effective solutions to the prob
lems facing the African-American soci
ety. Many problems have been left unre

programming on the part of the officials
who represent this subculture. These of
ficials have never visited, much less lived
in a high crime inner city project. They

solved because of under-representation
and lack o f empathy among persons m ak

have not taken unannounced visits to the
n e ig h b o r-

problems facing the community.

ing political decisions affecting the Afri

h

can-American community. This com m u

schools and

o

o

nity has survived 400 years of slavery,

hospitals of
th e a re a s
th a t th e y

overcome Jim Crow Laws and pushed
forward in spite of a racist political sys
tem. Many of these obstacles were over

r e p r e s e n t.

come with little or no positive involve
ment from the government. I believe

The officials
re p re se n tin g

that with more positive political influ
ence that present and

the A fric a n American com 
munities need to
know and under

future problems fac
ing the A fric a n A m e ric a n co m 
m unity will be
re s o lv e d
q u ick er and

stand the problems
of these areas through

I

m ore s u c 

direct experience with
the people and the issues
and not via reports, figures

cessfully.
In our

and newscasts.
So, from a personal position,

society
now many

I suggest that more African-Ameri
cans get involved with politics to help

p o litic a l

speak for their communities through

taken unannounced visits to

yourself up by your own

government policies created and im ple
mented by them. The rest o f the AfricanAmerican community needs to get out

the neighborhood schools

boots straps" kind of attitude, which in
relation to the African-American com
munity, is the "blame the victim attitude.

and support them by voting for the best
candidate who represents them. The Af
rican-Am erican community should not

This attitude has developed in our politi
cal system to justify the ill treatment of

just want to survive by making money,
but also by making a difference.

and hospitals...”

nex Rm. 113. 8 9 3 -5 1 6 9 .

fig u res are
taking the “pull

Fundraising
AXP selling M & M’s. Help get rid of them! Buy a big box
Ìli»

> / ^ |P h i SigSig is mixing tyith Phi Sigma Kappa
¡tevens. ID required.

Alpha Iota Chi spring break raffle tickets are one dollar each.
Sigma Delta Tau is sponsoring a book drivefor the Children’s
Therapeutic Center. Boxes will fee available in the Student
Center and Dorms.

Service
Alpha Chi Rho help raise funds at Alumni House.
Support Delta Phi B p |i|

ds drive.

Athletic

3/3fohiMuAJj$
American'
the music building
nal, compositions

d

Compiled by
Jennifer Fender

Delta Chi is open for challenges in both
football and ultimate frisbee. Call 8935071. :
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A quiz over Spring Break?
'i
Vincent Toscano, general manager of WMSC-FM summed up the situation pretty well when he said, "We have
a simple choice: lose some o f our freedom of speech or lose our radio station." The choice may be simple, but it's
damn sad.
A former MSC student happened to tune into our little radio station last year and she heard a song tha( revolted
her. Instead of merely changing the station to something she found more appropriate, she took it upon herself to
"correct" the situation.
j
j
The corrective steps began with complaining to the radio station itself. They escalated to complaing to Edward
Martin, Dean of Student Affairs. And her final corrective step took the form of a letter lodging a complaint against
WMSC-FM to the Federal Communications Commission.
As a result, WMSC-FM may never get to evolve into WMSU-FM.
What Showell overlooked, however, was the fact that her tastes are not necessarily shared by every member
of our society. She is certainly not alone in this, however. Lately, it seems as if society is full of people trying to
impose their "moralities" upon everyone else.
Now most people would agree that the song in question, "Stick Yo Cock" by Spit, is pretty offensive (at least
noone was humming the tune in The Montclarion office last night). But somebody obviously enjoys the song, it
was, after all, a request.
There are a few pertinent questions that need to be asked:
Should a bueracratic regulatory agency of the federal government dictate what is, and what is not, acceptable
language and music?
Should a person's or group's freedom of speech be rescinded or curtailed because what they have to say or
choose to listen to offends certain people?
Even if it is offensive to the majority o f the population?

Circulation
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T h e M o n tc la rio n is published
weekly, except during examination,
summer ana winter sessions. It is
funded, in part, by funds receivedfrom
the Student Government Association,
Inc. o f Montclair State. Advertising
rates are available upon request, in
Room 113 o f the Student Center A n
nex, or by calling the business depart
m ent at (201) 893-5237. The
views expressed in the editorial pages,
with the exception of the main edito
rial, do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The M ontclarion.

If you answered "yes" to any o f the above questions, please head to libran/and look up the Bill of Rights
»W e
offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions aré important to us.
Drop off your letters-to-the editor and/or corrections in our office. Or mail to:

The Montclarion
c/o Editorial Page Editor
Student Center Annex Rm. 113
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

The idea o f ‘group think' exhibited at
the HRO Weekend that I went to
reminds me o f the conforming power
that motivated Nazi Germany to cause
the Holocaust.
-Seth Liebowitz, p 3

Be sure to include your name, major/title, and telephone number.
Unsigned letters will not be used. Letters may be edited for brevity. Write us
and share your views with the campus. We arc here to serve you.
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not speak. Albeit your choice, but a choice that affects and
saddens me. I sure would like to share your 13th birthday;
I sure would like to be apart of your life. I would like to think
that I have contributed something other than genes, but 1
understand that you probably have been blessed with my
stubbornness and God-given ability to hold grudges for
decades. You’re 13,1 was past huffing glue and beginning
to use drugs when I was 13. You saw where that got me. You
saw where I was at the end of my various addictions.
Sorry son, but I make no excuses for my past no matter
how sordid, how silly, how sick or how stupid, it is exactly
that, my past, an integral part of my being me today. Today,
I like myself - a fact that was not always so. Please stay away
from “partying." Understand that there was no part of a party
involved in my “partying.” I was just maintaining, just
This week's op-ed offering is almost identical to one I
hanging on. My life was analogous to a sheet pinned on a
wrote about this time last year. Although the ages o f the
clothesline blowing in a strong wind. When I was having
principals have changed (just add a year), everything else is
balance trouble, perched on my Dutch Room bar stool, I
essentially the same. As my regular readers know, I have
would go outside, push the electric start, (a hard lesson
been working on vulnerability lately. It seems to me that a
learned that filling over whilst kicking your Harley
big part of being vulnerable is telling the people that
overdid not at all enhance the bad whammer jammer
you love, that you do love them, regardless of their
image), and ride around town until I thought I had
response or lack thereof.
Yes, Patrick, / love you, and I would like
sobered up enough to drink some more. In fact, that
Once again, we, I the author and you the ever
to learn to share my love with you. Regardless
whole "in the wind" biker era of mine was not as
patient and tolerable reader, find ourselves dealing
glamorous as it seemed. Remember when I broke my
with a 20-year-old recording. This week I have
o f your reception o f this letter or entreaty,
face Patrick? I don’t. See where the fast lane got me?
arbitrarily chosen to ostensibly write about Crosby,
realize I love you unconditionally.
Today, besides being a full-time student, I work full
Stills, Nash & Young’s 4 Way Street. Those of you
time in the glamorous, fast paced, rewarding and
familiar with my writings in this venue understand
exciting field of track driving.
that the aforesaid selection of CSN&Y is not at all
I am sure that your grandfather gave me the same advice:
necessarily relevant to the content o f this soon-to-be eluci "Don't let it bring you down," "49 bye byes/ America's
dating essay. In fact, the last two records I reviewed were children,” "Love the one you're with," "Pre-road downs," go to school arid learn now, while you have the opportunity.
selected purely for their cover content. For the reader who "Long time gone,” "Southern man carry on" and "Find the I was unable to listen. I was already deep in denial. I knew
is unfamiliar with my column, understand that it is a regular cost of freedom," all indicative o f life in the culture o f the better. I was different, unique. I could control it. I didn’t
feature in the esteemed Motitclarion. Perhaps regular was a '60's. Suite: "Judy Blue Eyes" which sadly reminds me of a have a problem. I was wrong. I miss you.
Yes, Patrick, I apologize. In fact, consider this a blanket
poor word choice, as I certainly do not want to suggest that fat girl and a methadone evening, indicative of where my
I remotely approach normalcy, conform to the standard head was at and "Teach your children" the tune that prompted apology for evjery time I have hurt or disappointed you. Yes,
Patrick, I love you, and I would like to learn to share my love
practices or that I am a regular kind o f guy. Instead, let it be this piece.
My reason for elaborating on 4 Way Street is not with you. Regardless of your reception of this letter or
better said that my column appears frequently in the afore
mentioned and esteemed Montclarion. Also for the infor necessarily contingent on contextual content musical or entreaty, realize I love you unconditionally. You need not
mation of the first time reader, of which I hope you’re one otherwise. It’s entirely self serving, and sort of an open letter participate. Try to treat your children better. Try to keep
Patrick Harley Dougherty, this column is usually irreverent to my favorite son, who turns 13 this month (yet I claim to them close While they are young. Teach your children
i
as its by-line indicates - generally irreverently humorous, be 25, you figure it out). Anyhow, I have not done such a well....
P.S.
HA^PY
BIRTHDAY PATRICK.
hotsy-totsy
job
o
f
teaching
you,
Patrick.
Today,
you
live
although today it will be appropriately irreverent but in a
400
miles
away
with
your
lovely
mother
in
Maine
and
we
do
serious sort of way.
I

Happy Birthday
Patrick

Political arrogance at its worst
It amazes me how much our state officials get away with.
The congressional redistricting process in New Jersey
exemplifies their greed and horrible ethics. The corrupt and
unjust approach that we assume in creating new congressional
districts should shame us all.
Every lOyears states gothroughtheprocessofredrawing
its representatives’ lines. The new districts are supposed to
represent the demographic changes o f population based on
the 1990 U.S. Census figures.
Usually, the controlling party o f the
state legislature decides on the states’
redistricting. And often with it, comes
an unfair map that almost always harms
the representatives of the minority party.
Often being oddly shaped, districts are
sometimes geared toward placing as
many highly supported areas of the
minority party into one district to
manipulate overall representation.
The 1980 U.S. Census lowered the
number of congressional seats in New
Jersey from 15 to 14. Under Democratic
control, it was no surprise to anyone that
a Republican lost his seat (Milton
Fenwick lost his seat, and unsuccessfully
ran for governor in 1983).
The commission then went on and
pitted two Republican Congressmen into
one district.
The state Supreme Court ruled the
map to be unconstitutional whereas new
lines were drawn in 1984.

Okay, I like 4 Way Street despite its “live” format.
Although I would immensely enjoy a studio version, 4 Way
Street was a pivotal piece of music in my life simply because
of its content. Sometimes I get goosebumps on the inside of
my ribs listening to "Chicago," Graham Nash’s treatise
concerning the atrocities that Mayor Richard Daley and the
City of Chicago perpetrated on thousands of protestors and
conventioneers alike at the 1968 Democratic National Con
vention. And an equally poignant poetization of the tragedy
that has become synonymous with Kent State, "Ohio,"
piquantly penned by Neil Young. These two songs alone are
representative of my conception of the '60's. That of protest
as impetus for change, an oppressive government on the
home front and an aggressively imperialistic government
abroad. Realize that anyone who actually took part in the
'60's experience hasn’t a clue as to what actually happened,
and cannot contradict me. 4 Way Street is chock full of
wondrous recordings; "On the way home," "Triad," "The lee
shore," "Right between the eyes," " Cowgirl in the sand,"

This year, again, the Census is subtracting a seat in New
Jersey. The total will go from 14 to 13. Although efforts
have been shown to create an impartial redistricting map, we
should all expect the same activities. A bipartisan committee
was created containing six Republicans, six Democrats and
one independent judge. State officials claim that this
committee will impartially redraw lines before the primary
elections in June without being influenced.
But the fact that alike regional congressmen from the
North (Rinaldi-7th, Roe 8th, Torricelli 9th, Gallo 11th) had
a secret session in Trenton last week only indicates that the
influence o f outer forces is too overwhelm ing for
indiscriminant redistricting to occur.
The system is inane. The six republicans will derive a
map that omits a Democratic from the field, while the six
democrats will simultaneously draw up their own plan
that’s detrimental to the Republicans. Although there is an
arbitrary 13th member on the committee, the group is a joke
for allowing party officials to participate in the process.
The redistricting process epitomizes the arrogance of

our Congressmen. They’ll cry out any reason as to why their
district shojuld remain. Higher tenured representatives of a
state claimj their seniority should be a factor in preserving
their districts. Others have the audacity to complain that
their newl^ drawn districts are not fair, because they will be
forced to represent many different constituents. Although
usually cohcealed, some congressmen have this ridiculous
idea that they should have a say as to the future of their
districts.
Well, I say they’re totally wrong. Districts should not be
drawn to fit the interests of the representatives. Rather, the
representatives should suit the new districts.
Criticizing a system without discussing a better solution
is weak. So here’s my proposal: The only way to draw new
districts that are entirely unbiased and indiscriminant is to
completely eliminate human participation from the process.
Why not delegate the responsibility of redistricting to an
impartial computer? A cleverly created computer program
would take away the temptations for some of attempting to
influence the final outcome.
The program could use the basic
criteria of not splitting towns orcities
in half, devising equal as possible
and rationally shaped district and
placing only one representative’s
hometown in each district. The only
other provision would be in cases
where a seat would be lost (as in
N.J.), where only one district would
be placed with more than one
representative.
That’s it. My guess is that many
will consider my proposal to be
overly idealistic; but this is one ideal
that we can achieve. Computers
would end all of the secret meetings,
the undue influence and the behind
the scenes deals that our current
redistricting system breeds.
To this w riter, the current
red istric tin g process is an
em barrassm ent. It is political
arrogance at its worst.
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support, thus far, has been more of a psychological lift.
Buchanan’s popularity isn’t broad enough to consider him
a serious threat. On the other side of the aisle, the democrats
have just three candidates left. The protest vote is potentially
more dangerous to the three remaining democrats because
the primaries decide who gets the party’s nomination at the
convention.
Bush stands to gain the most from the protest vote, which
is ironic because the protest is against him, and he’ll most
surely get the Republican nomination in Houston. The
democrats need one candidate to take charge as the front
runner.
Independent voters have the most influence now. Their
It was about one year ago that Joe Sixpacks all across
America cheered on George Bush and his calvary in the votes could propel a democrat to the front of the pack. Thus
desert. President Bush’s popularity soared
—
........ — ................
far, th e y ’ve best
served B uchanan,
and he appeared invincible. But amidst
Thus f a r in the campaign a
who's been capital
the celebration and confusion emerged
izing on the dissatis
Paul Tsongas with his message: “Excuse
strange specter has appeared and
faction with the presi
me, pardon me. It’s my turn now to say
p la y e d an ominous role in the
dent. If those votes
something. I didn’t interrupt your war,
could go to a demo
now please don’t interrupt me while I
prim aries. That ghost has been
declare my candidacy for the presidency.”
crat, that candidate
the pro test vote.
could come into New
And so began the hunt for the White
York with a lot of
House.
Presidential politics have changed quite a bit in the last support for the presidency. So while protest and indecision
year since Tsongas’ announcement. Thus far in the cam seem to be the order of the day, we sit and wait for each party
paign, a strange specterhas appeared and played an ominous to nominate our next potential president.
role in the primaries. That ghost has been the protest vote.
Most people don’t make their final voting decision until
When Dick Thornburgh, former governor of Pennsylva they step into the booth and begin pulling the levers. W e’ll
nia and attorney general in Bush’s cabinet, lost the election have to wait for November to decide for sure who we want
for his state’s unexpectedly open Senate seat, Washington as our next president. In the meantime, get prepared. Go out
politicians became acutely aware of public sentiments around and register to vote. College students represent a very large
the nation. Now in the primaries, that sentiment is manifesting portion of America. Politicians don’t spend enough time
itself in the protest vote.
campaigning on college campuses because of student
Pat Buchanan has managed to stay afloat by appealing to disinterest in politics. I say get out and vote. Don’t wait until
right-wing conservatives and anti-Bush independents. Their you are a senior citizen to get interested in politics.

He hunts wabbits in
the off-season

LETTER...

She's enough to drive you nuts!!!t
What I am about to tell you is true and was witnessed by
yours truly, Kenneth Rusty Treible. I just hope that the rest
of the Desk Assistants in Bohn Hall will follow suit. Every
one at the desk is worried about keeping their jobs so they
won’t say anything negative about Toni Ann Bernardo
(Bohn Hall A.M.), and to these staff membersl just have one
thing to say, “There is something called pride."
For you to truly understand the environment in Bohn
Hall staff, you have to learn the categories into which Bohn
Hall DA"s fall. In the first category, we have the buttkissers. This category fluctuates, but if you are in this
category you will have no real problem with Toni Ann. I
think they call it "set for
life." The requirements
of this category are hang
ing out with Toni Ann at
You h ave no id e a
least one night a week, or
to be ta lk e d to a s
at least going along with
nonth in kin g ch ild.
everything she asks of
you.
The second category
is one of middle ground.
You know the type, silent, not outspoken at meetings and
just happy or relieved to pickup their $4.50 an hour paycheck. If you're caught breaking any rules here you might
just get a warning, or if you don’t mind kissing butt, you will
get off. Hear no evil, see no evil is a good characterization
of this category.
The third and final category is the one that in which I am
presently a member. This category is comprised of staff
members who speak out about Toni Ann’s policies. Most
people in this category would never say anything to her face,
so you might call me the extremist of the group. I also would
like to add that both current and past members of this group
are either on probation, fired or have beat the end o f the
semester rush and just quit.
I have been a member of all categories at one point in
time, but now I am in the third group and something tells me
I am going to be in this group for a long time, unless
something changes (read: current AM).
I will start the prosecution's case with an example of
misconduct that will show you how important belonging to
the right category is to the life of a DA Toni Ann had written
me up for eating behind the desk once last semester (at that
point I was in the second category). A person who will

remain nameless was working the 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. shift
with another D.A. and myself. This D. A. was eating behind
the desk while Toni Ann sat there and talked to him. It took
another D.A. in passing, who jokingly said, ‘T oni Ann, do
you know that so and so is eating behind the desk?” to get
her to acknowledge the rulebreaking. All Toni Ann said was
the person's name in a joking motherly correcting sort of
manner and walked away. This person, as you guessed it,
was in category one.
My second example of her misconduct involves black
mail. During her rounds, Toni Ann caught two D.A.’s
drinking, but did not write them up because they were in
category one. A week later Toni
Ann had set up a date with
someone, but was afraid to go
out with this person and his group
w h at it is like
friends alone. Instead of just
a sla v e o r a of
asking someone to go with her,
she told the two DA‘s she had
caught drinking that they had to
go with her or else they would
face disciplinary action.
Later in the semester, two otherDA’s were fired because
they were caught in a room with a couple otherpeople which
had alcohol in it. These DA’s were in the third category.
My last example of the woman on a “power trip” is the
way in which Toni Ann tries to get rid of staff members that
cause her problems. We have staff meetings every Sunday
at 10 p.m., and if you are late you face automatic probation
or dismissal. A DA. who is in the third category was late for
the meeting. Toni Ann asked for her and when she realized
that the DA was late, she said joyously, “Yes, yes!” She
knew that this DA would be that much closer to being fired.
I am presently not working my shift because I told Toni
Ann she was on a power trip. You have no idea what it is like
to be talked to as a slave or a nonthinking child. We cannot
do homework, drink, eat, play cards or violate any o f the
other 23 regulations. If you were to compare desk policies
between Bohn and other halls, you would be disgusted. We
are being asked to do things that are not in our contract
(typing telephone listings of Residence Life members, for
example). Our contract is being manipulated by Toni Ann’s
will.
All I can ask is help.
Kenneth Rusty Treible
Business Major
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Let's get together (we 'll
bring the condoms)
Wow! What a week! First there was MSC Condom
Week, then the alleged SGA legislator threats to The Montclarion, and finally The Montclarion's editorial about the
SGA’s alleged power to censor them.
Overall, I’d say Condom Week wasasuccess, but we did
receive a few complaints about it. The purpose of the week
was to educate MSC students about AIDS and safe sex, but
apparently some people have various problems with this
idea. Well, I’m sorry if anyone was insulted or offended by
Condom Week, but I would rather apologize to a few than
eulogize many.
As for the reports that two SGA legislators allegedly
threatened to use their power against The Montclarion, I
would remind people that in our country a person is innocent
until proven guilty. This is why the SGA formed an Ad Hoc
Committee to investigate this issue and to try to get the troth
o f the incident. Some seemed upset that we created this
committee because it appeared to be a lynch mob to some
and to others a biased attempt to make the SGA look good.
It is meant to be neither. It is meant to discover the truth so
that all parties involved will find justice. I would expect the
same to happen if I were accused of something similar.

We [the SGA] have never (nor w ill
we while I am still in office) censored
The Montclarion.
A related issue, that of The Montclarion editorial stating
that they should become independent because the SGA has
the power to censor them, overlooks a couple of facts.
We have never (nor will we while I am still in office)
censored The Montclarion. Overthe years The Montclarion
has reported things that the SGA has done wrong or could
have done better and we accept that becaus&we do occasion
ally make mistakes and we are not afraid to admit it. The
students of MSC deserve to know when we make mistakes
(and when we do something good) and we support The
Montclarion's First Amendment rights to tell them about it.
The biggest fact that The Montclarion editorial failed to
mention was that, yes, they were censored previously, but
not by the SGA. They were censored by the administration.
Last year a Montclarion issue (featuring a story about an
SGA legislator who was arrested for smoking pot) was
removed from the campus because it made the college (and
the administration?) look bad.
It is the kind of disrespect for student rights that I believe
the SGA and The Montclarion are trying to overcome and I
believe we can only do it together. Division among our
organizations and among all students can only be negative.
We must remember that old saying “United we stand,
divided we fall.”
Dan Olawski
SGA Executive Secretary

LETTER...

I had the pleasure of reading your paper by chance at my
friend's apartment in Bloomfield. I was flipping through the
editorial section, pretty sure I wasn’t going to read anything
and I noticed the “American Graffiti” column on page 13 of
the Feb. 20 edition. I first noticed the insert about all the pork
barrel spending by Congress and it caught my eye. I’m glad
to see that there is such a well thought and unbiased opinion
about such a touchy issue.
It is definitely a true intellectual that can separate himself
from his peers, and others who often seem like mindless
packs of sheep, and still think with a clear head and hold it
tall. If more people thought like Steve Garufi and admitted
the real situation to themselves, maybe we (the United
States) wouldn’t be in the mess w e’re in right now.
Sincerely and No Longer Alone,
Bernard M. Doyle
Mechanical Engineering Major
New Jersey Institute of Technology
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We were very relieved to see a
thin envelope
It seems as though The Montclarion’s March 5 issue don’t seem asinine to you yet, you are obviously a Montattracted quite a bit of attention to my personal plight. Two clarion editor or very biased, whichever is the lesser of the
articles, a main editorial, and a second page picture, not to two evils. I don’t mean to offend any of the unbiased
mention the quote of the week, were all filled with my Montclarion editors, but it seems as though some biased
folks do exist, and operate for their own interests and
words, and more importantly, my name.
Now I ’m no expert on journalistic ethics, or anyone’s spiteworks, not for the good of the student body.
On the issue of spitewoik, I was told by a source within
rigid editorial policy for that matter, but I thought I’d
mention a few things that did not seem right to me. I ’d also The M ontclarion that the Theta Xi fraternity was
like too take this time to clarify some issues that The overmentioned deliberately out of spite by one editor (whose
Montclarion neglected to truthfully relate to the student name I w on’t mention). Unprofessional, biased, and rather
unethical, I’m sure you agree.
body.
As for the sensationalism, why did they do it? I’ll give
The first thing I noticed was the overly sensationalized
manner in which the “Squirrel Caper” and Dave Blacker’s you my opinion. If you read the main editorial, you noticed
the disgusting
resig n atio n w ere
attempt by The
handled. S ure, a
Montclarion
to
couple of legislators
...didn’t their mommies (or professors) even teach
use this isolated,
get arrested for
harm less inci
screwing around and them to get their facts straight before they trash an
dent to promote
doing stuff they re innocent man’s name in public? I don’t think so, ‘cause
pipe dream
ally shouldn’t have
that’s exactly what they [Montclarion editors] did to me, their
of independence
done, I can under
from the SGA.
stand the attention and if you didn’t notice, I’m a wee bit upset about it.
In the editorial,
that got. Except for
the writer (who
the two additional
quotes of the week onpage21.N o one that I have asked has is supposedly responsible for relaying the paper’s opinion)
ever seen The Montclarion do that before, which just goes cries oppression and tries to rally sympathy and support by
to prove the unprofessional manner in which the paper harping on alleged hearsay threats of limited budgets and
tight purse strings. First of all, didn’t their mommies (or
handled this issue.
On the subject of Blacker’s resignation, the sensational professors) even teach them to get their facts straight before
ized reporting continued. It’s strange that the resignation of they trash an innocent man’s name in public? I don’t think
a legislator would be front page news with a picture, yet the so, ‘cause that’s exactly what they did to me, and if you
resignation of a board of trustees member that has tremen didn’t notice, I ’m a wee bit upset about it.
When I am cleared by the SGA committee investigating
dous pull in how our campus exists is only third page news
and pictureless. What is The Montclarion doing, or trying to this matter, I would like The Montclarion'&editorial writer
do, by pushing the resignation story so far? I don’t know, but to apologize for this fray of implications and assumptions of
I ’ll let you in on my guess soon enough.
guilt. I fear that The Montclarion is using the issue to better
I would like to clarify one thing now. In case the editorial their own interests. In the editorial, they (Montclarion)
board does not see fit to print the retraction that I requested, express their fear of being coerced into being the “propaganI ’ll state it myself. On page 3 of the “Squirrel Issue," the distic mouthpiece for the SGA,when the fact is that they are
writer that handled the Blacker story printed an out and out abusing their power when they position stories and deter
lie. It says “[Maureen] McGowan later spoke to Costa, she mine the extent to which they’ll report the news based on
said he reiterated the same sentiments [Blacker’s alleged their own propagandistic angles. As a member of the student
threats to remove RA Campos from his position].’’ That, body that was truly disappointed on March 5 , 1 regret that
ladies and gentlemen, is a lie. I never said any such thing, some of the individuals that regulate the paper are capable
especially since I have no such power. Nor do I have the of handling a story that can truly affect the life of an innocent
power to influence anyone’s appropriations. I don’t even individual in such an unprofessional inappropriate manner.
Michael Anthony Costa
have a vote in that committee. Now if these alleged threats
SGA Legislator

Editor's note:
The Montclariod stands behind the statements o f Assignments Editor Maureen McGowan, as well
as th e Main Editorial. No retraction or apology will be printed.
Furthermore, Florence 11. Bishop resigned from the Board o f Trustees in order to focus on a new
business venture. David Blacker resigned from the SGA in the m idst o f a controversy regarding his
alleged misuse o f legislative powers before the m atter could be investigated by the SGA. This explains
the disparity o f coverage between the tw o stories.
Finally, The Montclarion prints and positions stories solely on the basis o f their news content.
Our "pipe dream " o f independence will ensure that this policy will continue.
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Irvin’s not going to like
you if you keep this up
Hi! Remember me - your elevator critic? I have returned
yet again to praise the elevators in Bohn Hall.
Since Spring Break is approaching, I decided to start
moving my valuables out this past weekend. However,
much to my surprise, the elevators in Bohn Hall were not
working. It came as such a shock - the elevators broken after all, the one elevator that works hadn’t been broken for
two whole days, we’re talking almost 48 hours! Anyway, I
decided to move out my stereo, wordprocessor, CD player,
tapes, CD's and a suitcase that day because I couldn’t fit all
of my stuff in my car at one time so two trips were needed.
Since the elevators were broken, I had to carry all of this
stuff down six flights of stairs, keep in mind that one has to
switch staircases upon reaching the seventh floor! On top of
all this I had to do this seven times! It took me one and half
hours to move this stuff; if the elevators were working
itwould have taken only 20 minutes!
Should we blame Irvin Reid again or the maintenance
staff? Hell, why not both? Almost everyday when I leave
Bohn Hall to go to class, I see the maintenance/housekeeping
staff sitting outside on the benches doing absolutely nothing.
Gee, they work hard, don’t they? One almost threw his back
out while trying to put his feet up on the concrete planter!
I'm re-evaluating my idea that they graduated from the

I have no idea where the money
fo r maintaining the residence halls
is at? Maybe O f In’ decided to buy
h im self a se t o f new p la s tic
playschool golf clubs; ju st until he’s
old enough to handle real clubs.

School for the Mechanically Declined. These aren’t the
graduates, they are the drop-outs! I suppose that if they tried
to fix the elevators, it would lead to something called work;
a word foreign to their highly intellectual vocabulary .
Whenever the faculty elevator in Partridge Hall is broken,
an elevator repairman is there in the blink of an eye.
However, in the residence halls it is impossible to even gel
the maintenance staff to fix them, let alone an elevator
repairman. We can’t have our faculty walking up four
flights of stairs, yet we can have our students/residents
walking up ten flights of stairs.
I have no idea where the money for maintaining the
residence halls is at? Maybe Ol’Irv decided to buy himself
a set of new plastic playschool golf clubs; just until he’s old
enough to handle real clubs. This college has no president,
just a self-centered ignoramus more concerned about his
“good” name than the school he is supposed to be looking
after.
If these elevators don’t get fixed or replaced soon, I ’m
going to personally demote Irvin Reid to bellhop/elevator
boy, buy him a little red monkey suit and stick him to work
in Bohn Hall. Let’s see if he likes carrying bags down six
flights of stairs seven or eight times.
Maybe Irvin Reid and George Bush took domestic/
economic policies together in college. How did Irvin Reid
become President of MSC, anyway? Did someone find him
in a box of Cracker Jax? Or did he fall off a charm bracelet?
Anyway, I hereby dedicate the Bohn Hall elevators in
the name of “The Divine Irvin Reid.” Which is very fitting,
because neither of them work at all.
Ross Johnson
Mathematics
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POINT / COUNTERPOINT
This week's topic: ILGO vs. The Ancient Order of the Hibernians

Homosexuals should be represented
in the St Patrick’s Day Parade
From the left is Katy McClure. She is a senior majoring in political
science and minoring in women's studies. She is the co-founder of
the MSC chapter of the National Organization for Women, a
student representative on the Women’s Studies Advisory Board, a
student representative on the Women's Center Advisory Board, a
volunteer for the ACLU of N.J. and a member of Amnesty Interna
tional.

“This is Catholic bashing,” exclaimed Patrick Gatins, lawyer for the Ancient Order of
Hibernians, a fraternal Catholic organization which sponsors the New Yoik City St.
Patrick’s Day Parade, after the Irish Lesbian and Gay Organization sought federal court
intervention in the dispute between the two groups. John Cardinal O ’Connor, the Arch
bishop of the Roman Catholic diocese of New Yoik, and many, but not all, of New York
City’s Catholic clergy maintain that ILGO should be banned from the parade because
homosexuality is against the teachings of Catholicism and the parade is a Catholic
celebration. ILGO argues that St. Patrick’s Day and the parade are Irish celebrations and,
as an Irish organization, they should be allowed to
celebrate their heritage also. For the second year in a
row this debate is raging and ILGO has just filed a
federal suit against the Hibernians to compel them to
include the gay group in the parade. “This is an attempt
to destroy the parade, and it makes me think it’s what
they’ve wanted all along,” added Mr. Gatins in his
reply to ILGO’s legal action.
I think Mr. Gatins is wrong on both counts. ILGO’s
desire to participate in the St. Patrick’s Day Parade
stems more from their desire to share in the festivities
of their Irish ethnicity than the Catholic religion. As a
non-Catholic Irish-American woman, I can assure you
that one need not adhere to the teachings of Catholicism
to celebrate St. Patrick’s Day as we celebrate it in the
Uni ted States. Ironically, Mr. Gatins is probably correct
in saying that ILGO is getting what it wanted all along,
but not an end to the parade. The Catholic Church is
sending a clear message to the gay community—
“Continue to hide yourself!” It is taking a backward
social position and refusing to recognize the gay
contingency within the Irish community. ILGO is
merely attempting to seek recognition for their cause.
The St. Patrick’s Day Paradais a social event in which
various groups within the Irish community will
participate, and homosexuals are part of Irish society.
As appalling and socially condemnable as the
Hibernians’ actions may be, they are, none the less,
legal. The First Amendment limits governmental, not
private activity. The Hibernians are exercising their
First Amendment right to association, therefore, it
would be illegal for the city of New York to compel the
Hibernians to allow ILGO into the parade. The
government cannot dictate who private individuals
and/or organizations must or must not associate with.
The New York Civil Liberties Union supports this
position and agrees with the suggestion of others that
the gay organization conduct its own demonstration. This, of course, would defeat ILGO’s
purpose of showing solidarity with the Irish Community by marching under their own
banner in the parade. But legally this may be their only option.
Yet another question arises, however, regarding the public element of an event as large
as the St. Patrick’s Day parade. Can the public and government become so involved in the
technical operation and participation of a privately sponsored event that the event becomes
so public in quality as to be termed “quasi-govemmental”? And if so, do we want to alter
the longstanding principles ofthe First Amendment toreach quasi-govemmental activities?
I f this were to occur, due to a New York City ordinance forbidding discrimination based on
sexual preference, the Hibernians would be compelled to allow ILGO in the parade under
their own banner. However, we must decide if altering the First Amendment in such a way
is a precedent we want to establish.
As students and young people with a responsibility for creating and guiding our own
future, we owe it to ourselves to become aware of such issues and to make our opinions
heard. This is not a country consisting of people ages 30-45. It is our country and our
opinions matter. Public opinion alone could possibly sway the Catholic Church to abandon
their socially irresponsible position regarding the participation of gay and lesbian IrishAmericans in the St. Patrick's Day parade. In this manner, we could avoid tampering with
our civil liberties today so that we can exercise them tomorrow.

Let the Irish-Americans celebrate
St. Patrick's Day in peace
From the right is Paul J. Schroeder, Jr. He is a sophomore majoring
in political science and economics. He plans a future in the field of
politics, possibly as a political consultant or strategist. As a conser
vative, there are a few fundamental principles that he follows.
Among them are a strong belief in moral values, the Judeo-Christian philosophy, limited government and a preference for gradual
development, not abrupt change.

Nowadays, a holiday or event cannot occur without some special interest group trying
to ruin its original intent by participating in it. Currently it happens to be the Irish Lesbian
and Gay Organization (ILGO), that is causing the destruction of the St. Patrick’s Day
Parade. They are doing a good job of it, too. They claim that they are being discriminated
against because the Ancient Order of Hibernians will not allow them to march under the
ILGO banner.
At the moment, the future of the parade is riding on a court decision. A ruling in favor
of ILGO, allowing them to march under their banner, could cause the Ancient Order of
Hibernians to cancel the parade. A ruling in favor of
the Hibernians would not mean much because ILGO
says it will march anyway. Apparently it is okay for
ILGO to break the law, but not for anyone who
opposes them to do so.
The Ancient Order of Hibernians is a fraternal
group that operates under a charter that follows the
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church. Homo
sexuality goes against the doctrine of the church. The
parade happens to be apredominantly Catholicevent.
What ILGO is doing is called Catholic bashing. The
Ancient Order of Hibernians is defending its religion
and they are being lambasted. John Cardinal
O ’Connor, the Archbishop of the Roman Catholic
diocese of New York, argues that if this was any
other religion defending its beliefs, there would be
no problem.
Not surprisingly, New York City is taking the
side of ILGO. Politicians like to make themselves
look good. However, they happen to be putting
politics over the constitutional law. The major point
is that the parade is aprivate event. This is so simple,
why can’t they see it? According to the type of
interpretation of the First Amendment that the ’’radi
cal left” likes to use, parades and marches are protected
under the Constitution by the right of freedom of
association, and those marching may choose whom
they want to march with.
ILGO does not want to march in the parade to
commemorate their Irish heritage. Rather they want
to make a political statement about their sexual
orientation. I think that this is what the Gay Pride
Parade is for. Would heterosexuals be allowed to
march in the Gay Pride Parade under a banner
proclaiming heterosexuality? Of course not. That
would discriminate against the gay and lesbian
“lifestyle.”
It is important to note, however, that gays and lesbians can march in the parade under
any other established banner if they so choose. What they cannot do is march under an ILGO
banner.
Two interesting pieces of information have emerged. The New York Civil Liberties
Union has taken the side of the Hibernians. The NYCLU said “that because the parade is
privately sponsored, they have a constitutional right to exclude whomever they please.”
And according to an article in The New York Times, Bill Dobbs, who is a lawyer and gay
rights advocate, said, “The Hibernians’ stance is legal, even if it is appalling.“
The Ancient Order of Hibernians are being accused of being homophobic. This is simply
not true. They are employing their rights guaranteed under the law and in the Constitution.
ILGO should stop its shenanigans and allow the Irish to celebrate their holiday in peace. If
every special interest group or minority was allowed to participate in every event that they
thought they should, the result would be disastrous. An unfavorable precedent would be set.
Groups like the Ku Klux Klan could march in parades commemorating Martin Luther King
Jr., or the skinheads could march in the Gay Pride Parade. The list goes on.
Every event that excludes one group or another apparently falls under the dark umbrella
of discrimination. Is nothing sacred? The Irish should be able to celebrate their holiday with
pride and not under the pressure from outside groups.
Erin go bragh.
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Childhood fantasies
revisited in
Sprague exhibit
by David Ecker

The following is a recent interview
with artist Theresa Hurtodo.

1. Theresa, your photography show
- "Children's Fantasies" is on display at
J Sprague Library in MSC. Why did you pick
O this theme?
§
The everyday listening to my son and
q trying to understand him; his behavior at his
quest for trying to do things he can’t do by
himself intrigue me; and therefore I sought
to learn more about things that children
can’t do by themselves, but want to do.
2. You seem to express an interest in
abstract photography. What styles do you
use?
My style is original and in fact, I don’t
follow a particular style. I photograph what
I feel. The reason for expressing what I feel
in an abstract way is that I don't like things
ing elements. The translucent quality of the too obvious, I like to leave some to the
application of paint, as well as the undefined viewer’s imagination.
forms, gives the painting a calm, hazy mood.
3. What locations did you use for these
A large painted collage by Nanette Carter photographs?
consists of square and rectangular pieces of
The locations were varied. I took the
canvas. Her application of oil based pig photographs where I believed the atmo
ments expresses fields of textured vibrancy. sphere was the best for what I wanted to
Two pieces of figurative sculpture are portray.
4. How do you utilize light in your pho
attributed to artist Jean Kawecki. The larger
of the two, entitled Quest is of an emaciated tos?
It depends on the location; for some
individual who is encircled by a thicket of
tall wooden branches. A stone featureless photographs I used natural light and for
face, and thin, copper outstretched arms others, studio lights were used. Black and
white photography depends very much on
dramatize a sadden search or longing.
The collaboration of these three artists’ shadow effects. For instance, there is one
aesthetics makes the exhibition a worth photograph in the collection in which natu
while visit. The show continues through ral light was used to produce strong shadows
March 29 at Gallery One, Life Hall Annex. to emphasize the theme.
5. Is this yourfirst show? Do you plan to
do others?
This is my first show. My studies take
priorities over my hobby, and photography
for me is a hobby.
6. In most o f your pictures, you are
focusing on some part o f the body. What
messages are you trying to convey?
The body is the focal point of life. There
fore, everything emits from the focal point,
that is why children’s fantasies emit from
the body.
7. Why did you choose black and white
fo r your photos?
I believe that black and white photo
graphs do not distract from the context that
each photograph portrays. The use of color
may distract the viewer and hence, in this
exhibit I wanted to focus more on the mes
sage.
8. What other themes would you be inter
ested in doing?
Actually, I am interested in continuing please turn to CHILDHOOD page 21
from his work.

M ore or Less,Less or More

opens in honor of National
Women’s History Month
by Trlna Messano
Honoring National Women’s History
Month, the art exhibition entitled, More Or
Less, Less Or More held its opening recep
tion Sunday, March 8 in Gallery One, Life
Hall Annex. The show, curated by partici
pating artist, Vivian McDuffie, included 11
women artists from the organization WAM,
Women Artists o f Montclair. Each artist
contributed two related works, one large
and one small, varying form drawings, to
sculptures, to paintings.
The mixture of talents as a whole come
together to create a pleasant atmosphere.
Three artists standoutinparticular; Catherine
Kinkadc, Nanette Carter, and Jean Kawecki.
Catherine Kinkade’s oil painting, Susan's
Brook III is a subdued landscape, where the
brook holds the reflections of the surround-

Norman Stock shown above reading

the same theme.
9. You mentioned that photography is
only a hobby o f yours, what inspired you?
I believe this comes natural to me. I wish
I had more time to dedipate to photography,
because I thoroughly enjoy it.
10. Have you studied the works o f Euro
pean and Asian artists. What about those o f
other countries?
Mostly I have studied North and South
American artists because of my college back
ground. But what I do is because it feels
right.
11. You are getting a degree in Environ
mental studies. Do you plan to combine your
talent in photography in this field? I f not,
why?
I hope I can combine my hobby with my
work, it will make me extremely happy.
12. How and where did you research
your theme?
The theme is very close to me because I
have a son, who is now six years old, and his
growth has preoccupied me ever since con
ception. Since I don’t remember my early
childhood, I can now relive those feelings
through him.
13. Do you plan to enter any contests?
I had considered entering a contest in the
town of Clifton; but I am still undecided.
14. How do you depict life in your pic
tures?
Through the mind of a child.
15. What are your favorite subjects to
shoot?
Children, because they are a challenge.
16. How do you utilize space and depth
o f field?
I like to get close to my subject, and in the
confined area, the perception of depth is
even more difficult, I show it through the
shadows I create with the usage of light.
Space depends on how and where I shoot a
photograph. I analyze the space before shoot
ing in order to create the best photographs.
17. What equipment do you use? What
film(s) do you prefer?
My 35mm Ricoh KR-305P camera, a
tripod, a lightmeter, and a pair of flood
lights. Kodak Plus-x-Pan 125 is my favorite
film for this type of'work. I utilize the
college’s darkrooms for developing and
printing.
18. Do the pictures pertain to some o f
your childhood experiences? Explain.
As I said before, 1 am reliving some of
my childhood experiences with my son and
this is the main theme of the exhibit.
19. One photograph depicts a wheel of a

Stock pays poetic dividends

A

by Christine McNamara
Last Thursday, close to 70 people attended one of the most vibrant poetry readings
yet in the QuarterlylMontclarion Faculty Reading Series. Norman Stock, whose awards
include the Bennington Poetry Prize and a Bread Loaf Scholarship, read from his
collected works to an enchanted audience in Room 419 of the Student Center."
Stock, the New Acquisitions Librarian at Sprague Library, has bad work published
in many magazines including The Denver Quarterly, New York Quarterly, College
English, Thé N m England Review and Poet Lore.
Stock’s reading included the poems “How to Get Up in the Morning,” “The Fim

Time I Robbed Tiffany’s” and the particularly powerful "My Uncle’s Pajamas." His
witty sense of humor emerged more than once, especially in the piece “Duckhunting” in
which he wrote, “If you see a duck, shoot. I f you hear a shot, duck.”
" I thought it went very well," said Stock. “It was a good audience and I was glad to
d o it”
The audience was equally glad- “I ’ll never forget i t ” said Wendy Saling, senior.
Psychology major. English major Josette Akers said, “I really e'njoyed it. He was great.”
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Blame It On The Bellboy
by Jodi S. Schultz

Hollywood Pictures’ new
comedy, Blame It On The Bell
boy, is a hysterical Britishstyle comedy set in Venice. From the mo
ment I saw Pinchot’s quirky, half cocked
smile I couldn’t stop bellowing at the top of
my lungs, slapping in jovial hysterics at the
calamity on screen.
You see, the staff at the Hotel Garielli, in
Venice, Italy, is eager to please. However,
one quirky bellboy (Bronson Pinchot) is a
little too anxious, and when entrusted with
distributing itinerary envelopes for three
guests (Horton, Orton, & Lawton), he inad
vertently turns the work upside-down pour
Msrs.
Calamity prevails when the trio- a mafia
hitman, a clumsy real estate scout and a
small- town mayor-turned- lothario — each
find, themselves traveling in someone else’s
shoes. The hitman (Bryan Brown) is acci
dentally given directions to a dating service
rendezvous, the amorous mayor (Richard

*

Griffiths) is summoned to buy an old estate
instead of a young escort, and the timid
property scout (Dudley Moore) picks up an
assassination directive.
The comedy is that of slapstick and at
times comedia d'ell arte from the Renais
sance period comes to play — I did notice a
few comic Iazzi’s thrown in to give Bellboy
a bit more comic action.
The performances were refreshing and
meaningful. One gets tired of the laid-back,
comic (nonsensical) business that they throw
onto the screen nowadays — which seems
more for an illiterate audience rather than a
‘thinking’ one — and is refreshed by a
comedy that shows some thought.
Blame It On The Bellboy is a comic web
of hilarity and will either have you peeing
your pants (not literally) or tearing. I do,
however, recommend that the men wear
their testicle protectors. I hear there’s a store
in the Bahamas that specializes in them.

Mayhem prevails In Hollywood Pictures’ Blame It On The Bellboy.

The mesh Pit

Chevy Chase “seen here” in Memoirs of an Invisible Man.

Invisible Man:
A must see—NOT!
by Mark Loughlln

Chevy Chase is one actor who I thought could
never make the transition to a dramatic role.
Apart from having a very undramatic name, he
always displays such a flippant attitude that it seems impos
sible for him to take anything seriously. In Memoirs o f an
Invisible Man, Chase plays Nick Holloway (Get it!), a very
boring and selfish businessman who gets caught in the
middle of a scientific mishap that renders him invisible.
Finding himself all alone due to his lack of friends and
family, he decides to confide in Alice (Daryl Hannah), an
anthropological documentary filmmaker who he had a short
fling with.
Hot on Nick’s trail is Mr. Jenkins, one of those mysteri
ous types who seems to work for numerous government
agencies as some kind of operative. As played by Sam Neill,
Jenkins is an effective villain, although he lacks the proper
motivation for his relentless pursuit. Supposedly, the gov
ernment has a lot of use for Holloway to be the ultimate
assassin, something Nick has a strong aversion to. Except
this is one of the only things he seems to care about at all,
other than getting his molecules back.
The big problem with Memoirs is Chase’s character;

who is so unattractive that it is impossible to care about him.
Even though there are three writers credited, the script still
could have used a couple of extra rewrites. Even the pres
ence of William Goldman didn’t seem to help. There are a
few amusing sight gags, like Nick nonchalantly foiling a
purse snatching attempt and watching him eat, while the
food travels down his invisible stomach. The comedy is
minimal though, and most of the one liners fall flat. Daryl
Hannah doesn’t help with the acting chores too much, and
comes off as being very shallow.
All the technical aspects are first rate. The director, John
Carpenter, does what he can with the script and makes the
special effects flow seamlessly into the movie. Help also
comes from the very vibrant cinematography by William A.
Fraker and the robust musical score by Shirley Walker.
Unfortunately though, they don’t help enough to make up
for the plot holes and poorly written characters. Even the
ending is a bit of a let down. The biggest let down is the
film’s potential. This could have been a great movie. In
stead, it's one of those films that slide right off you an hour
after you see it. Only now you are left with six invisible
dollars in you wallet.

How much is too much? What would you pay for
something that no one else has? You may say that depends
upon the object being purchased. Well, the object in this
case is a CD. Not just any CD, a Pearl Jam import CD single.
Ah, yes, the word "import," overpriced, hard to find, I
suddenly feel like screaming out a bid. W ait...... . the urge
has passed. To understand what this has to do with anything,
let me relay to a little experience I had a few weeks ago.
Ring. Ring. (More like em rm rring) “Hello," I exclaim.
The voice responds, “DUUUUUUDE." “Yes," I reply in the
deep vibrato I am known for. “Pearl Jam, Limelight, April
12," (This doesn’t look like a blatant plug...does it?). As I
remember the Pearl Jam/ Chili Peppers concert experience
I had some months ago, I reply in a much higher octave
range, “Coooool, we’re there." Yet, I made the unfortunate
mistake of continuing the conversation. Again I hear
“Duuuude” followed by “did you know they have anew CD
out?” “What," I vulgarly exclaimed. “Yeah, yeah a new CD,
it's an import" Yo, auctioneer, my bid is lOdollars ....Sorry
I just can’t control it. “What, a new CD?” I questioned. “ Not
just an import CD, an import CD single. Was it true? The
most infamous of CD’s, an import CD single, put out by one
of the best bands of recent years. “Are yoy crazy man?" I
blurt out. “No it’s true, I’ve heard it.” My mind was flying
without a seatbelt, this is the type of useless CD I have had
nightmares about since I got my first CD player. Would I
soon be able to come face to face with my nightmare, or
would I fall upon an endless trip, looking for something that
did not exist? “Dude, you still there," as the silence came to
an end. “Later,” the opposing voice responded. Now I had
all I needed, information from a reputable source. The
rumors that Pearl Jam would have a CD in Europe started
around Christmas time, yet that is all they were, just
unsubstantiated rumors.
Days passed, and my witch hunt began. First stop, NYC,
without question, the best place for anykind of import
music. Usually I avoid the drive for I end up getting
aggravated by traffic, right before I pay the ever so pleasur
able $4.00 Lincoln tunnel toll. But this, this was a special
occasion, I would not only get a CD that many people would
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wanted out, and I wanted out now. Unfortunately my path material, but come on. This amounts to nothing less than
was blocked, a flurry of store patrons had created a human consumer rape. Let us not forget that this CD single is not on
sell their mother for, I would be able to face some of my barricade. What was I to do? I had moshed my way out of some small independent European bootleg label, it is on the
unconscious fears. O.K., I am in the city and the car is worst scenarios, I was going for the door. That’s when I saw Epic/Sony label. This is the same label that has a music
parked. First, let's try Eat Shit Records, (No, I am not putting it. The CD that I had come for. Was it real, or was the smell distribution and manufacturing network so large that its new
their name in). A few minutes later, I was there, at the store, affecting my brain. I went for it. I had it. After a few seconds profits for 1991 were undoubtedly more than the combined
you know the one that possibly held my CD of destiny. Once of exuberation I suddenly remembered I was still in the GNP’s of most third world countries. What is the point?
inside, I questioned the first person I saw who replied, record store from hell. Slowly I made my way to the cash Would it kill Epic/Sony to produce an American version of
“Sorry, I don’t work here." My reply, “That does not matter, register, trying to avoid the conglomeration of rat traps lying the CD and charge the established CD single price. Clearly
do you know where it is?” “Oh, who the hell knows where on the floor. As I handed the CD to the guy behind the not. Then why open up a market for every thief and swindler
it is," I exclaim to a store full of people. Seconds later, I came counter, I noticed the sun shining through the store window in the retail record business? Maybe just unadulterated
to my senses, and hit the first person I saw behind the created an interesting effect glimmering off the plastic face stupidity on the part,q^ ^^|j(Sprw. Whatever the case, my
your money. I f you truly have a need for
counter. Try that the next time you feel the salespeople are of thi^B y.’^ imitation Rolex. That’s when I hear "$17.10 suggestion is
aaaaaaaaT iT iT lT ? Seventeen dollars and new Pea^gialtibateViai inw §jm l$om e tickets for the
avoiding you. Finally the words I wanted to hear, "Can I h
song CD. A three song CD, two songs
you?" The question then suddenly flew from my
dy on the TEN album. I was ready for
you have,...... ”. The answer, an overwhelming
but 17. "Are you sure?" I questioned,
promising “You want WHAT1TT????” As
inport." Ah, yes, the "import" word again,
behind me, I challenged my better judgmeni
e this far, was I going to take a stand and
continue on this seemingly hopeless jo
was I going to backdown and leave the C D i||
I finally found a store where I heard j
stupid ass? Out came my wallet and n
hear. “We had it, but we sold the 1
this purchase should put me in gol SS::
Although the world began to cru:
idiot of the month award. Interestingly as
satisfied, I was not going crazy, it
hunting time in the city was going to'
assume is the owner, tu m e d ^ g e t me a bag
CD of gold, I noticed he had a
dollar sign
previous commitments were calling.
his bald spot. Oh well, so much
cal pricing,
Many hours lat^ lSjBjk in Jersey, I rei
message on myamweringmachine, stating, “I
But what makes this C
¿answer is
it." YES, I.thoafHtito myself as I picked up my§p6ne and absolutely nothing. The
itjd! "A!ive."
inly song
began dialing. The itiiomt^dOn relayed to me was simple. "Once," and "Wash." The i
by Sandra Cammlllerl
Word ohf%
in New j e n ^ had it. Although I was not be found on the Pearl J;
The Experimental Theatre Series of MSC presents
plpnore
temptedijO:
:basebaiisbttti|d open an otherwise pure emotion and power,
the BFA workshop which runs March 10, 11, and 12
Seen told
clo sed r<
limey was to be put off depressing is the fact that in
in A125 at 8 p.m. every night. This year’s workshop
about another version of this impoi
. This second
for the fol
is ingeniously themed Re-Creation. Directed by visit
Upon arrrvHr
I found the exterior some version is also a three song disc, yet this version does not
ing specialist, Jane Mandel, Re-Creation brings to
what interesting, sort of Picasso meets Garden State have the "Once" cut. What it does have is "Alive," "Wash"
gether 10 very fine and talented budding actors and
Brickface. Yet, this appeal was truly limited, for the inside and a track called '1 Got a Feeling." With that many words
actresses. The cast consists of BFA students who are
of the store smelled wretched. I could not quite place the in the song’s title you must know that it is not a Pearl Jam
in their first year of Theatre Studies in the department
odor, was it an egg salad lunch gone awry, or was it the smell original. In fact it is a remake of a somewhat boring and
of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance, and
of a dead rodent? Anyway, the interior of the store had the unimaginative Beatles’ tune. Whatever the case, I must
Theater
at MSC.
same pleasurable effect on my visual senses. You could tell point out that this tune is also not available on the album.
ke-Creation
blends songs and literary master
that before the owner was a lover and connoisseur of music Seemingly then, the second version is a better value for the
pieces
including
biblical stories, myths, soliloquies,
he had a flare for that five and dime store ambience. My money, Right? Wrong, the second version is even harder to
and
speeches
in
an
effort to “re-create” the significant
doubts started to come in all shapes and sizes, yet I persisted find, and for those concerned, the price range for the second
events
the
shaped
society
as we know it today. More
to walk through this putrid smelling dirthole. That was until version is $25-$40.
specifically,
Re-Creation
integrates
structured impro
Finally, I can get to the point. Pearl Jam is a great band,
I saw the box of Chinese checkers for sale behind the
visations
and
skits
to
poignantly
reveal
the develop
counter. Suddenly I felt uncontrollably drawn to the door. I and their fails, such as I, will go out of the way to buy new
mental progression of humanity beginning with the
incipient foundation of the biblical story of Genesis
and ending with the possibilities of the future as noted
also in the biblical passages of Revelations.
The lighting design by Joseph Gibaldi is very
fitting to the production. The use of soft, subtle light
ing provides an intimate and casual mood. It connects
the audience with the scenes and the actors.
According to Director Jane Mandel, Re-Creation
expresses the “need to re-create our visions in the
world.” In reference to her experiences about the
workshop’s theme, Ms. Mandel further stated: “We
by David Andersen
start with old myths and writings of the human race
Campus community, take notice: Gallery 1/2 is back. Half gallety, half lounge., .an informal spa«» forstudents
and take it through history. This is in a sense who we
to relax in ami display work in. Finished pieces or work-in-progress* installation or performances, anything goes.
are as humans.”
Gallery 1/2 is maintained by ACE (Association for Creative Endeavors, Class II of the 5GA). All students
Some very good performances are given by the
from the campus are encouraged to show their work at Gallery 1/2. Scheduling is done at ACE meetings - look
cast. Particularly notable are Stacy J. Rice and Jeffrey
for meeting times posted in the art building. Gallery 1/2 is located on the second floor of the Art bu ilding (Calcia
R. Biehl. Stacy, in a scene titled “Woman’s Right to
Hall) at the south end.
Suffrage,” eloquently performs the role of a woman
Currently showing is work by Emmanual Pangilinan, a freshman transfer from Penn State. He describes his
fighting for her human dignity. Her actions and voice
work as “a rushed search for self' and cove« a wide variety of styles and media, from technical studies to quick
are filled with emotional fervor and determination.
sketches, using watercoior, drawing, sculpture and collage. None of these pieces were made fbrclass assignments
Jeffrey Biehl in “Previous Condition” gives an out
but were personal explorations. Manny’s vividly colorful display will be np through this weekend.
standing portrayal of an African-American forced out
of a rented apartment because of his “color.” Jeffrey
accurately depicts the emotional struggle of one’s
fight for self-emancipation with great intensity.
However, Matthew Ruples’ rendition of Hamlet is
from page 19
a bit weak. He doesn’t exemplify the strong passion
and driven anxiety of an individual crazed by the
car and an object being held. Explain this.
to go beyond evident; but the same time, it needed to be
thoughts of confusion over existence.
The collection has two main parts: “I can” and “I want natural, spontaneous in a way. Since I am constantly expe
Lyrics and music performed by Russell Schweidel
to...” This particular photograph belongs to “I can." Chil riencing things with my own child, I began inadvertently, to
dren think they can do certain things, such as changing a tire, photograph him; the first results led me to the “children’s
add a lively spirit to the production.
and this is what this photograph is about.
As a whole, the cast does an excellent job. They
fantasies” idea. From then on, I set-up situations and shot!
maintain synchrony throughout the production. Clad
20. What are some o f your favorite uses of shadows?
22. Do you travel much? Where did you take some o f
in basic black, each performer sports a colorful silky
I use shadows to create specific effects, or for textures. your pictures?
I analyze shadow details and take at least 2 or 3 light
scarf which is utilized in an array of ways ranging
I do love to travel, it is another hobby I have; perhaps
from a dog’s tail to mice ears.
readings before I shoot; this way my print will show a range traveling gives me a different perception or new ideas for
Full of truth, emotion, and insight, Re-Creation
of zones, from the blackest tone to dark-grey, (for important some photographs. I take my camera everywhere I go!
probes deep into the psyche of the human condition to
dark shadow areas), to light grey (for skin tones), to white. However, every photograph in this collection was taken
speak out against injustices and to demonstrate hope
Shadows and highlights are the beauty in black and white inside or in front of my house, in Clifton.
photographs.
ful alternatives. It is a creative and appealing work
23. In your exhibit, are you telling a story o f childhood
shop which aesthetically denotes the work of a tal
21. Describe your latest work. How did you develop or are you showing different scenes?
this?
|
ented team of individuals!
Even though all nine photographs belong to the same
The original idea was to ¡work with fantasies, and I like subject, each one has its own meaning.

BFA workshop
Re-Creates
events that
shaped society

Gallery
triumphant return

CHILDHOOD

-Pickles and Ketchup?!?

worry, you’re definitely not next! Love ya-Tiffany

-Liz (AIX) Do you have a black marker I could use???
Erin

-Alpha Omega, ZA pledge class.Congratulations to all
of you on your bigs. Hand in there! Love Tiffany

-Liz: Undesirables not wanted. LoveEJ

-Heibett,Ik>veyou! I'm happy that you are my fiance.
And the way you proposed was definitely superb!
Love, Cyndi

-Joan (Sigma) If you’re gonna treat him like adog, why
don’t you atleasttake die leashoiff. He deserves better.
A concerned friend
-Hey Panda Bear, you’re a great roomie. I hrv ya, Uni

-Frankie D. (TPhiB) Take a Spanish class!!!
-TKE: There can be only one, and it’s not you! CS92
-To S.G.A. - You have no respect for grecks. We are
not all biased and contribute a lot to campus life. Please
listen to us! -A frustrated Greek
-To the Sororities of Pan-Hellenic: Lookingfoiwardto
becoming a part of you! Love MSC TRISIGMA
Colony
-To the pledges of Tri Sigma - Congratulations! I love
you all-we’ll do this together! Love, Jen
-BlackDog, after all, nothing brings more smiles than
a dead animal. Skello
-Dawn & Terri: (TriSigma) Your hard work got us
here! Thanks is not enough! Love US
-Tom(D-Chi) I’ll miss you, have fun neat week! Love
me

-Tracy S. PhiSigSig, I would like to gel to know soon
you know who I am, I. CASANOT

-ZetaRii Beta Sorority, incorporated, salutes the women
of Lambda Tau Omega, Mu Sigma Upsilon and Sigma
Psi Rii, During women's history month.
-George, Have a good time next week. I’ll miss you
very much Love, Chrissy
-To Irene, Thanx for being understanding even if we
can't agree or anything. Brenden Holden Jones

-Prettie and Honeybunny - 1 love you, 6-27-91

-Bryan: Bet you won’t bunjee jump over spring break
Loser! Guess who

-to my little Alicia (AO ZA Pledge class) Keep up the
goodwork! I’mhereifyounecdme.anytimeyouneed
me. Love your big. Z8

-Kim (ZA pledge class) Congratulations! You have an
awesome big! Love your “aunt”

-Fred P., That’s for being so nice. Your a great guy.
MimiChoon

-To the Theta class of DPhiE - TOGETHER we can do
it all - just remember our weekend. Joanne

-Chrissy, Happy 21st M ay! Wanna beer? LoveZeta
Alpha class

-Melissa(AOmega)3weeksandcounting! Ourformal
will be killer! Ttffer

-Black Knight to Bishop 3. Black Knight takes Pawn.
Check

-Nice guys finish dead dead last! 3M

-Honesdy, I think your beating a dead squirrel

-Michelle, Congrats and welcome to fire best sorority
on campus, I love you! Love Christine

-David and Kara: I sincerely apologize about the
driving on Sat. night. Hope you ca t understand. Mimi

-To my Senate Sink Pal, Don't worry DJ, No one
recognized us!

-ftrpus, You can't have shotgun, you can't nm. Hulk

-How many TX does it take to hide a road closed sign?
-Tiffany, 1 had a really good time at the weeding.
Thanx for going with me. Mike

-To the thetas (DHiiE) Bonding with you guyswasthe
f— g best! Love Cristy

-Gina (TriSigma) Have fun in Florida! I ll miss you. I
love you. You're the best big ever and good hick with
your position. Love your little forever
-Donna (TriSigma) Thank you for all you advise - if
you ever need anything I'm ere. I love you Christine
•Caryn (AOmega) congratulations oo getting your
little! I love you. Tiffer
-Eileen (SDT) We are going to look awesome for May
8, walk, walk, walk Love ya, Dawn
-To the new exec Board of Phi Sig, although I'm sad to
leave, I know I will be leaving the chapter in good
hands. Congrats! Love Dawn

-Theta Xi, Thanks forsupporting your fellow greeks on
the Delta Xi Delta issue, you’D get the state support
when you come up for re-chartering.

-Stay Strong PledgesofSigmaRiiRho.ILOVEYOU!
Tamiko

-To the Nu class (THETA) Stay strong now for a
lifetime of memories. Love «72

-PJ (AXP) I hope your cancer gets better before you hit
the beach. Guess who!

-AKPsL to my bigs Jennifer, Ana, Dave, Michele,
when can we get together to do lunch or breakfast?
Hedge love bug

-Al(TauRiiBeta)Happy22ndButhday! I’ll miss you
while your away! LoveSandyt
-Announcing the “Boy American Tout" - featuring
who benefits? and the Delicious Libels! Guest appear
ance by Path Labelle. For ticket information contact
Nicole in Alpha Omega!
-To my roomie (AOZ1) Thanks for being there for me
when I needed you!- LoveZ8
-To our pledge mother Joy (DPhiE) You're the BEST.
We love you. the theta pledge class

-AKPsi, When I think about the things in life that are
most important to me - Love A Friendship, I see that I
have truly found diem within this fraternity. That is
why I am proud to be a part of this organization. Just
wanted to let you know that. InU—! I—Chantelle
-Angelo (AKPsi) Good luck on your interviews this
week Love your little
-Andrea, Wayne, Angelo (AKPsi) Thanx for all the
support you are giving me. Love your little

-Blacker, Shut your mouth. The world at large.

•Good hick to Alpha Kappa Psi’s Spring 92' Pledge
class. I know we can do it! Hedge Mickey

-No more scavenger hunts at 10pm. Wait until the
police are asleep next time.

-Chris H. (Theta) I'm still winning the rummy game
fromH—. Your (missing) roomie Lisa

•Randi, Jo Ann P., Janet, Tracey, Ana D., DAYTONA,
HERE WE COME!

-Jeff 0 . There, are you happy now, you got a personaL
Me!

•To my perspective little (SIGMA) Good hicktooight!
I love you. Janice

-SENATE Brothers: Was that a mixer or an anchor
man party? The girisof Theta are alwaysup for another
round!

-ToCaidia(DPHIE)Goodluckwithpledging. It'sall
worth iL Keep smiling. You're the best little! Love
JennD.

-Beware!!!!! Smell your mailbefore opening it.

-Erin-Hoveyouandl thinkl’mhaving Erin withdraw
als! Love Annette
-Beta Omicron of Sigma: You are doing great &
you're almost done! Love your pledge advisors

-To my perspective little, Good luck tonight I love
you! Love your perspective big Renee

Celeste, believi mi, I wish I could. -Elevator

-To Cristy, Sony I had to share my nightmare with you
Sat. night Joanne

-Mi Amor, Mi Vida, Mi Corazon El sire que respire,
LosllantosqueLloro.TEAM O! “LOVER”

-Don't sweat it Janice, you'll remember his name
someday...

-Peggy, It's almost over, hang in there! Love Laura

-We'll all get through this together! love you guys!
Cristy
-Tothe new cokmyof Sigma Sigma Sigma: Congratu
lations! We're gong to be awesome. Love Tracy
-Maria, (TriSigma) Remember I'm here for you if you
need me! I love you - Love & Sisterhood, Tracy
-Jen S. (TriSigma) Just remember I love you and you
will ALWAYS be my little. If you need me, I’m here.
Love your big Tracy
-Thetas (DPHIE) Cause I'm a blond, yeah yeah yeah...

-Alo MejorNo estaracon migo siempre,... pero sie mpre
serrasMIA!!! “LOVER”

-Have you been drinking? A pledge!!!

-Scales, hang in there and I love you guys. Adrianne

-Kristy, Good luck tonight! I’m always here for you!
Love Laura

-DJ Johnny Fresh: Hope you’re feeling Okay. The
senate sink will never be the same (and neither will
your shirt) Love ya Michelle

-To Amy (DPHIE) Happy 21st, Don’t go too crazy!
Love your little

-To anyone who has seen a black briefcase with strap,
1have important papers that deal with achild's welfare.
Pie ase return the papers, if anything... I need it for the
child's sake. If seencontact Lisa Carlo at Sigma Sigma
Sigma Table in commuter cafe

-Liz«118 (AIX) You are the hostess mostess, toastess
cake with CHEESE! Love your little Carrie «132

-Seeds, I'm glad to see we have goden so close in such
little time. Love Adrianne

-Ana, You've done a great job, it’s almost over! Love
ya! Your big

•Missing, my pet squirrel, last seen near Clove Road
Apartments

-To Jim A Kevin, You’re doing a great job. Pledge
MAM

-Jennifer, Be strong this coming week It'll be to your
advantage in the end. I'll bethinking aboutyou. Hove
you. Patrice

-Delta Xi Delta, letters only count when you earn them!
-Hi Leigh, great having as a BIG, Your little

-Mary and Kim: Get psyched for spring break We are
going to have the best time ever! Love ya, Gee PS Kim
we'll meet you there.

-Tothe Beta EtaCl ass: You guys are the best. Westuck
together and we did it! I love every single one of you.
Love your PS Michelle

-John (TKE) Have a great time in Cancún! I'll miss
you. Love me

-To Bob (AXP) Very soon we will have to lock him out
ofhis room and have another loogtalk I need it!!! Jo

-Dance, Ed, Dance!!

-Christine, have a great time in Myrtle Beach little.
Have fun. 111 miss ya. Love your big. Gina

-To my little Kit Deluca- Good hick tonighL I love you.
Your big sis Ginger

-Pledges of AIX: Have an awesome spring break
becaise when we get back to MSC you’re ours!! Love
#94

-S.C. Hippe, You're the best! Bui you could have
talkcdtomeforalleast30seconds.0hwell! Hove you
1235

-Carol & Christine, We have the best family. I love you
both very much. Our relstionship is so special to me.
Love Gee.

-hit Ladies of Lambda Theta Alpha - we got it goin’
oo! Mariami

-ADO AIX! Party tune! Excellent! Myrtle Beach!
Spring Break! See yaon the Beach! Love Wendy «94

•To my Big, Jill: I'm so psyched for Myrtle andl’meo
happy you get to keep me. I love you sooo much. Love
your little, Mkhelfc (Tri Sigma)

-Chrissy,haveagreal21stB-day. Drinkoneforthe2A
pledges. Love Jen
-Allisoo, Who loves yababe! Me. Thanks for being a
great friend! Love your roomie
-To the sisters of Theta Kappa Chi: We’ll make you
proud. Love the NU pledge class
-Corinne & Diane (Theta Pledges)Unity is key!! Love
Tara

-dimples - OOH, Nu-Nu! You know who

-Cheez: Is it really hue about their bonding channel on
cabel!! Cheezy! W1Z

-Kristen, Hyun Joo & Erin, 1love being in your family.
You are all so special to me. ILUVYAS! Linda, Phi
Sig Sig Pledge

-Liz (RriSig) How was the view of NY from the roof?
Ha Hal! Barb & Betty

-Greg, looking forward to Virginia, please don’t fait in
thecar! Guesswbo?

-Tina (PhiSIg) How the phone I collection going?

ps#«o

-BEER PONG ANYONE?! Tina, I totally woudn’t
playthatgame. Of course if I could sec the ball it would
have helped. PS««)
-To Kim A Jill, Good luck with Alpha Omega. Tara
-Jen R.-you are so depressing. Yournotinhigh school

-To the brothers of AKPli - It's great getting to know
all of you. Pledge MAM
-To the Hii Sig Pledges, Good hick you are doing gre«
so far! Remember, sisterhood is forever! Love Dawn
-To Jim, Josephs* 4 Rosa, 1look forward to getting to
know all of you. Your little
-To Amy (DHiiE) Have a great time in Cancún, don't
do anything I wouldn't do! Love your little

-Viotal Man, viotal man “DON’TTAKE MY PAPER"
-108C and 209A DAYTONA BOUND!!
-Terri, you're sweeter than a chunky-mn.
-To my little Kim, I'm glad you’re my Utile! Alpha
Omega is worth it! Hove you. Love,Carynz4
-Good evening my name is Sheryl Schwecke!

-To die Theta class, thanx for an awesome weekend,
esp. in the pit!! Luv Ski
-Lynda, Joann, Kevin: To the best big brothers in the
world. Thank you for everything! You guys are the
greaiesL Your little Mimi

-Fide - Relax and stop looking into things! Love willow
-Phi Sig, Myrtle Beach will be awesome. Dawn
-Mike (AXP) Well, another awesome weekend. Don't

•Leah (Com) Thanks so nuch for the cool talk Hove
ya buddy! Love Wendy «94

-Chuck: Just wishing you a happy 3 months. You’re
the best honey! Love ya, Michelle

-Jeanne: My Massage buddy in yoga! «74

•M.C. Dawny B. - Hey silly sigma! Hope you nose is
okay! Sony I laigbed but your lipstick imprint was
funny! Lnve ya, Michelle (Tri Sigma)

-Barb(FhiSig) Think the guys at Alpha Sig Phi will
ever forget us. Hope not we are all over their calendar.
Jen

-ThetaSiriers: NomorediizingouL J promise. Thanks
for listening. Theta pledge #1

EJ

-AXPibstulants: There can b e a d y one; so far very
good. Hang in there. A X F M

-Jeff 0 . -'Thanks for making the last 4 months the best
ofmylife,I!oveyou. PS-Wehavetogetbusy and lake
the lead away from L A S . Lisa A

-Annette (RriSig) Can I be dealer for up the river?
Jenny

•to my sickling listen from Wed night (AKA Lori A
Stacy)Anytime,you can lem on me! Love yas! Psycho

-Isabel and Maika, Remember you can always count on
me no matter how busy I am. Love Emma

-Gaita, Hey what’s your name?? Anyway, if I didn't
know you better I'd say you were trying to pickup the
towers diner waiters! Love, the quiet drunk

-There’s no way of knowing, which direction we are
going - or which way the river's flowing. From the
chochte factory

-JorgeWhen you speak in Spanish you make me melt.

-146 AXP: I know how you really feel - oo need to
explain!!!
-Jessica (DPhiE) You know f love you. Your big

-Nancy (RriSig Pledge)Thanks for being the best little!
I love ya! JillAnn (PHISIG)

-AKJ’si, Marisol Reynoso, told you you could not make
me laugh. Pledge love bug

-Rumor-spreading Chris Smack-My-Ass, 1 love you
too, you know that. And 111 have you b o w that I live
for your little monlfe) support notes!! Thanks!
-Areeeeeeeeeeeener.

-Badina - Please DON'T GO!! I heard you were gone.

Thursday, March 12,1992
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HELP WANTED
-Experienced babysitter needed for
two year old boy and newborn.
Flexible hours during the day and
possibly some evenings. Needs own
transportation. References requested.
Call Lisa in Montclair at 509-0625.
-HELP! Mother’s helperneeded 3pm
- 6pm, Monday - Friday to help
frazzled Mom care for 4 month old
girl twins and 2 1/2 year old girL
Previous babysitting experience and
references required. WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE OF MSC!
Telephone (201)783-6951.
-TOP RATED N.Y.S. COED
SLEEPAWAY CAMP PAYING
TOP SALARIES Seeking:
Counselors, W aterfront, All
Specialties. Contact Ron Klein,
Director, Camp Kinder Ring, 45 E.
33rd St., NYC, 10016. Or call
(212)889-6800 EXT. 272.
-$40,000/YR! READ BOOKS and
TV Scripts. Fill out simple “like/
don’t like” form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations.
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour
recording. 801-379-2925. Copyright
#NJ11KEB.
-WANTED- Housekeeper in W.
Orange - Salary plus room & board in
exchange for cooking,cleaning. Flex,
hours (will consider non live-in PT
work) SUMMER AT THE SHORE.
Call736-2250eves.orleavemessage.
-COUNSELORS WANTED Trim
down-fitness, co-ed, NYS camp. 100
positions: sports, crafts, many others.
Camp Shane, Quaker Hill court,
Croton, NY 10520(914)271-2103.

ATTENTION
-FREE LINGERIE!!! Host an
undercoverwearlingerie party! Styles
from the ultra-conservative to the
barely nothing. Find out more...Any
questions call Michelle 772-9260.
-Host a Skin Clinic in your own home.
Receive 10% income of total products
sold! Great opportunity. For more
information please cal! (201)8378966.
-NoTimetoType? Give us your term
papers, reports, draft resumes, etc...
Professionally edited, formatted &

S
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letter-quality printed by WORD
PROS from $1.75/p. Ask about
discount with MSC LD.! Call 7449192. If no answer, call 893-5688.
-Heading for EUROPE this summer?
Jet there anytime with AIRHTTCH
for only $ 160 (Reported in Let’s Go!
and NYTimes) CARIBBEAN-only
$189roundtrip airfare tosomewhere
sunny & warm. Hitch a ride.
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

FOR S A L E
-CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED!
89 MERCEDES................ .$200;
86VW ............................ $50;
87MERCEDES..................$100;
65 MUSTANG.......... ..........$50.
Choose from thousands starting $25!
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Details 801-379-2929. Copyright
#NJ11KJC
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FOR R E N T
-ROOMMATE WANTED: To
share 3 Bedroom apartment in
Seaside Park. One blockfrom beach.
For information call Dan at 7772988 after 10 pm.
-Female Roommate(s) Wanted Two adjoining rooms available for
one or several to share. House is
one block from MSC. Call 7831773.

LOST
A N D F OU ND
-LOST: Black Briefcase with
important clinic study papers and tape
recorder in it If found please call
Lisax5034. Thank you.

-FOR SALE: Brand new Kramer
guitar. Strat body with soft case.
Only $285. Call 340-8218. Ask for
Paul
-89 Honda Civic DX. 18,036 miles,
4 door, burgundy. Asking $6,500.
Must sell! CaU 893-5945, leave
message.
-For Sale: 1981 Mercury Capri. 4spd,
T-tops, AC, PS, PB. New brakes, new
exhaust. Very good condition.
$1500.00 CaU Rich (201) 666-0886.
-80 Honda Civic Wagon. 210,000
miles, 4 door, green. Asking $700.
Must seU! CaU 893-5945, leave
message.

ATTENTION

(ju»taero««theVermontborder)

ONLY $189

ftrif la *6« taawi
Includes:

5 Day Lift Ticket
5 Nights Lodging
(MounurinrideCondo)

This week's movie:

5 Days IntercoUegiate Activities
Sponsored by Labntt’s & M l. Sutton

THE
LAST
HURRAH
Tuesday,
March 24
7:00 PM
FR EE
A D M ISSIO N
Library M edia C on
ference Rm 2
Sponsored by Office of
Student Activities and
The Montclarion Class I
of the SGA

P/T JOB Flexible hours, no dress code,
take off during exams, 5 minutes from
MSC, leamabout AT&T Services,
answer phones, starting $5.00 per hour,
non-smokers pref., Contact A llngal800-245-1826 or 201-256-5399. One
Stop Financial

Legal Age fo r Alcohol is 18

Group Leader Discounts
Springbreak, 1992
CaU Ski Travel Unlimited

1-800-999-SKI-9

LSAT • GRE
GMAT • MCAT
Sm all C lasses.
B ig Scores.
Guaranteed.
F or m ore info on local
classes, call:

800/876-3107
The Princeton
Review
We Score More

F

A

S

T

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs. Earn up to
$1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus
for yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Camp Sussex

or (718) 261-8700

Intercollegiate Ski Weeks
Mt. Sutton, Canada

ontheCampaign Trail

HELP WANTED

Enjoy a helpful and reward
ing summer at Camp Sussex
which is located in the
beautiful mountains of
northern New Jersey and is about one hour from New
York City. We need M/F
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counselors,
Head
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LPN/RN Student Nurse,
Jewish Cultural Program.
08009
Salaries are attractive!
Phone (609) 753Please call for more
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All classes taught exclusively
by PhD.
♦We're MCAT experts-over 16
years of MCAT(dat) teaching
experience

Deadline
for
Classified
Ads is
Monday
3 PM
$7.00 per

•PHENOMENAL 90% SUCCESS RATE!
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Swimming trio to test waters at NCAA's
by Jim Klossek
An athlete's forward progression through
the amateur ranks and beyond is often fraught
with hard work, disappointments and, if the
athlete persists, success. This formula applies
whether the athlete is a quarterback for Notre
Dame, a shortstop for Southern Cal or a
distance swimmer for MSC.
Swimmers especially aren’t exempt from
such feelings. There’s something gutsy and
unselfish about the way these young men and
women dedicate their fonnative years to a
sport which has no Super Bowl or World
Series to showcase them at the end of the
season.
That’s why events like the Metropolitan
Tournament (held last month at the USMMA
facility in Long Island) and next weekend’s
NCAA Championships loom so large in the
eyes of everyone involved in the sport.
For the Mitzak brothers (Andrew & John)
and Scott Fried, this is especially true. The
trio will be representing MSC at the NCAA’s
in Buffalo, NY - the first swimmers from the
men’s team ever to do so. The fact just typifies
what kind of ye ar it ’s been for the Red Hawks.
Following a record-setting 8-2 campaign,
the Red Hawks took the Metro Tourney by
storm, leaving 15 new school records in their
wake and giving coach Brian McLaughlin
just cause for jubilation.
“We honestly didn’t know how good we
were when the season started,” the third year
coach said. “After we beat Trenton State, we

started to get an inkling of what we would
eventually like to accomplish, but this has
been phenomenal. Everyone on the team has
worked very hard and they deserve the
recognition.”

Jersey Gators, Seton Hall Prep and Berkely
Aquatic Club before finding a home at MSC.
“I was attending Iowa State in ’89,”
Andrew said. “But I really wanted to come
back to New Jersey. One day I was talking to

Hard work certainly has been no stranger
to the Mitzaks. It’s been that way ever since
the day the two brothers found their way to
the South Orange Community Pool when
they were seven years old. It was there where
first Andrew (the older of the two) and then
John got their first taste of competitive
swimming under the guidance of Dottie
Velardo, who now officiates many of MSC’s
meets.
Over the next 10 years, the brothers
became well-known on such teams as the

(coach) Brian Epilito and he suggested I get
in touch with Coach McLaughlin, who was
recruiting swimmers for MSC. I was very
impressed with the program he was putting
together and decided that I wanted to be a part
of it.”
It was the same decision that John made
upon graduating from high school last June.
Over the previous two years, he had watched
Andrew develop into a top-notch swimmer
under the guidance of McLaughlin and his
staff, so it was only natural that he chose MSC

MSC Baseball roundup
The MSC baseball team started off the 1992 season on a positive note, as
it defeated Virginia Wesleyan 7-4 on Sunday in Virginia,
Senior righthander Jim Byerly entered the game with the score tied, 3-3 to
pick up the victory. Senior leftfielder Mike Dixon sparked the Red Hawk
offense, going 3-for-5 with two RBI.
MSC’s game with William & Mary was cancelled due to rain on Saturday.

to showcase his talent. At the Metro’s, both
brothers proved their worth by setting five
new individual school records and taking part
in establishing four new relay marks.
“They’ve both had an incredible season,”
said McLaughlin. “But their performances in
Long Island were really something special.”
The same can also be said for Scott Fried.
The freshman out of Hicksville, NY, capped
an impressive first year with an outstanding
performance at last month’s tournament (three
single records, one relay) which was held
practically in his own backyard.
Having grown up in Hicksville in the
shadow of the USMMA pool, Scott first
learned to swim at die nearby Levittown
Swimming Association. After establishing
himself, he soon joined the Adelphi Aquatics
who were being coached by Dave Ferris.
A ways the tough competitor, Scott put in
long hours at the pool over the next 10 years
which helped him develop the techniques
which have served him well on this hard
working Red Hawk team.
“You would be hard pressed to find a
tougher competitor than Scott,” said coach
McLaughlin. “He’s the kind of guy you want
around the younger members of the team as
an exam ple o f what hard work and
determination will do for you.”
So let football have its bowl games and
baseball its pennant races. Swimming has its
NCAA’s and surely John, Andrew and Scott
wouldn’t have it any other way.

MSC Baseball California Trip
3/14
3/15
3/16
3/17
3/18
3/19
3/20

U. California at San Diego
Claremont Mudd-Scripps
Southern California College
Cal. St. at San Bemadino
U. ofLaveme, Ca.
Azusa Pacific University
U. o f Redlands

2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Minnesota is the home of The Final Four
Send The KING
your Final Four.
After Spring
Break, I will
print your
predictions.
i

Don't miss
your chance
to be in print.
Look for them
in the next
issue.

The Montclarion is the home of your predictions
Bring submissions to The Montclarion, Rm. 113 in the Student Center.
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March Madness
has cometh
Conference tournaments highlight Championship Week
The time has finally come. All my
faithful friends and fans have been pa
tiently wondering, “When is The King
going to write about college basket
ball?” My answer to that is a question:
What month is it?! It’s March! And I
know you know what that means:
MARCH MADNESS IS HERE!
The excitement Ls so thick you can
cut it with a knife. This is one of my
most favorite times of the year. It’s
when your pre-season final four (See
my picks on the bottom o f p. 26) look
like they’ll be playing in that three-letter
curse word, the NIT, and your current
final four will be battling inter-confer
ence rivals for an automatic bid into the
NCAA field of 64.
Think about some of the match-ups
that will take place this week alone.
This is Championship Week, especially
on ESPN, and most of the conferences
will be holding their post-season tour
nament. It should be really exciting,
especially since many conferences are
so deep.
In the Atlantic Coast Conference,
Duke, the number one team in the na
tion, is favored, but there are at least four
other schools that could challenge the
defending champs. North Carolina,
Florida State, Georgia Tech and Wake
Forest all have legitimate shots at beat
ing the Blue Devils. (Duke’s two losses
this year were at the hands of UNC and
Wake Forest.) Also, Virginia has won
three in a row so don't count the Cavs
out.

KING CA LLS his 64
A £C
Duke
North Carolina
Florida St.
Georgia Tech
Wake Forest
Atlantic 10
Massachusetts
West Virginia
Temple
B ig East
Seton Hall
St. John’s
Georgetown
Connecticut
Syracuse
B ig Eight
Kansas
Oklahoma St.
Missouri
Oklahoma
Nebraska
Big Sky
Montana

Big West
New Mexico St.
Colonial
Old Dominion
Great Midwest
Cincinnati
DePaul
Memphis St.
Ivy League
Princeton
MAAC
La Salle
Metro Atlantic
Tulane
Louisville
Mid Continent
Wisconsin-GB
Eastern Illinois
Mid Eastern
Howard
M id w e s te rn

Evansville
Bjg_S.Qujh
Campbell

Missouri Valiev
SW Missouri S t

Big Ten
Ohio S t
Indiana
Michigan
Michigan St.
Iowa
Purdue

North Atlantic
Robert Morris
Ohio Valley
Murray St.

In the Big East, the scenario is the same.
There are so many teams that could win.
Seton Hall, Georgetown and S t John’s are all

Pac-10
UCLA
Arizona

use

Stanford
Arizona St.
Patriot
Fordham

SEC
Kentucky
LSU
Arkansas
Alabama
Southern
E. Tennessee St.
Southland
NE Louisiana
Southwest
Texas
Houston
Southwestern
Miss. Valley St.
S u n Belt

SW Loiusiana
Trans America
Ga. Southern
West Coast
Pepperdine
WAG
BYU

UTEP
New Mexico
12-6 in the conference, but the Pirates ’ victory
over the Redmen on Saturday gave them the
regular season crown. You also have to

The King to 76er M a r forward:

Shut up, Charles!
I am a firm believer in being honest and telling it like it is, but somewhere a line must be drawn. So although I respect Charles
Barkley’s honesty, I have one message for the often quoted baby in a giant's body: SHUT UP!
After a 104-99 loss to the Chicago Bulls, Barkley, the outspoken forward for the Philadelphia 76ers, was blamed for taking and
missing a 25-foot three-pointer with just under 24 seconds to play.
Barkley, who earlier said he wouldn’t talk to the media as much because he claimed it misquoted him, broke his promise when
the Philadelphia papers blamed him by making him the scapegoat.
In a column from The Daily News, Barkley is quoted assaying thè criticism was racially motivated.
Barkley told the Philadelphia media: " l'in a '90s nigger. Everything I do Lswrong. They want their black athletes to be Uncle Toms.
I told you white boys you never heard of a *90$ nigger. We do what we want,”
Barkley went on to say, lo ti» media and the 76ers management, "Fm going to do what I want. And you’ve got two choices. You
can kiss my behind. Or you can try to get me traded.”
Sir Charles has gone overboard this time and it's time for him to put up or shut up! The 76ers are below .500 and Charles is not
helping situations with his countless verbal outbursts. Just play!
Charles, listen up! You took a bad shot and missed it. That’s it. Everyone has to cope with losing, but you’re the star so you’re
going to feel die heat. That's why you get paid the big bucks. After eight years in the league, I think you should know this by now.
Barkley also has been crying racism all year and all he is doing is hurting his team and lowering himself in the eyes of players,
coaches and fans. This is why the 76ers haven’t traded him. No other team can afford to deal with the dissension his often ill-advised
lashes cause.
Many superstars, including Magic Johnson, Julius Erving and Michael Jordan, have tried to tell Charles to calm down, but
obviously he isn’t listening. He tells them it's easy for them to say because they’ve all won a title.
There is nothing wrong with having an insatiable hunger to win, but Charles is going about it the wrong way. For Charles, it's his
way or no way, so I say, Charles, hit the highway! Criticizing teammates, management or the media for disappointing seasons does
nothing but anger those involved. To be a leader, you must lead by example. In other words, Charles, let your play do the talking.
Few can argue that you are one of the hardest working players in the game.
It’s time for Barkley to grow up and take on his responsibilities like a man. He can ’t blame everyone else for everything. Erving,
a former teammate of Barkley, once said, “Lose, don’t excuse.” This is something Barkley must heed if he wants his remaining years
to lx: successful. He is certainly wearing out his stay in Philadelphia.
In his autobiography, Outrageous, Barkley shoots his mouth off on everything, e$pecially76er$ management. The book is vintage
Charles, but I must warn you, Barkley claims he was misquoted here, too.

____

-KING

watch Syracuse, Connecticut and Villanova.
Pittsburgh at 9-9 could also be a surprise.
The Big Eight has three of the top 13
teams in the nation, so you know tliis confer
ence tournament should be a barn-burner.
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma State, as
well as Billy Tubbs’ Oklahoma Sooners
promise an exciting tourney.
In the Big Ten, the deepest conference of
all, there is no post-season tournament, but
there is somewhat of a playoff at this time.
Indiana and Ohio State, four and five in the
nation, respectively, are both 13-3, in the
conference with two games to play. I think
Ohio State, with Jimmy Jackson leading the
way, will squeak it out. In the NCAA’s,
watch for Michigan and their “Fab Five," led
by Chris Webber.
The Pac-10 Conference also has three top
ranked teams in Arizona, UCLA and USC. I
think UCLA will get the automatic bid here.
In the Southeastern Conference, I think
Rick Pitino’s Kentucky Wildcats will win the
East, while Shaquille O ’Neal and LSU will
upset Todd Day and the Arkansas Razorbacks in the West.
I could go on and on, but these are the top
conferences. Each will send at least four
teams to the NCAA’s. There are already
some teams headed for the Big Dance. They
include: Campbell, Princeton, La Salle,
Howard, Murray State, East Tennessee State,
NortheastLouisiana, Mississippi Valley State,
Southwestern Louisiana, Eastern Illinois and
Fordham.
On Sunday, when you’re on your way to
Cancún or Daytona, CBS will have its annual
“Road to the Final Four,” and this is when all
the seedings will be given (which means the
week we come back from "Spring Break,” I
will post my Final Four).
It’s March Madness! The most viewed
sports tournament is here. The Final Four
usually has higher ratings than the Super
Bowl ,and, I can assure you, with some of the
talent in this field, it won’t be like the
Redskins-Bills game we had to suffer through.
Enjoy!

UNLV banned from
tournament, again
The UNLV Running Rebels, owners of
the best record in college basketball, at 26-2,
will not be playing in this year's NCAA
tournament, in spite of numerous efforts to
become eligible.
Yesterday, the players asked a Nevada
state court for a permanent restraining order
to let them play in the tournament, but were
denied. The ban on UNLV still stands.
The 1990 NCAA champs were banned
from this year's field of 64 for allegedly
violating many NCAA rules, including paying
athletes.
Their head coach, Jerry Tarkanian, was
forced to resign at the end of the season so
assistant Tim Grgurich has been conducting
recent practices, in hopes of a possible atlarge bid.
UNLV will be home during March
Madness, but hats off to Tark and his players
for an outstanding season.

Rutgers Camden nips MSC in ECAC title game
Pioneers complete season sweep of Red Hawks in 67-63 win
by Jim Klossek
Most coaches in the NJAC will tell you how
difficult it is to defeat a conference opponent
more than once in a season. Over the course of a
year, teams become sufficiently familiar with
one another to make a season sweep highly
improbable, especially if those two teams share
an equal amount of talent. However, after last
Saturday’s ECAC title game at Panzer Gym,
those coaches will have to re-think their
philosophy.
Rutgers Camden (having beaten MSC twice
in the regular season and once more in the
playoff semi-finals two weeks ago) wrested the
ECAC title from the Red Hawks with a 67-63
victory, despite a furious last minute comeback
attempt by the former champs.
Having trailed for most of the contest, the
Red Hawks found themselves down 63-54 with
just over a minute remaining. After two steals
(which MSC converted into baskets), a couple of
free-throws and a three-point FG brought MSC
to within three, Red Hawkguard Jeanine Mullahy
found herself with the ball with :13 left on the
clock. Having previously attempted only one
other three-point chance this season the 5 ’7"
junior nevertheless uncorked one as the seconds
ticked down. For a moment it looked as if the
game would be going into overtime, but when

the ball bounced off the rim and into the
hands of the Pioneers’ Karla Robinson,
MSC’s fate was sealed
Robinson (the tourney MVP) ended the
day with 20 points, seven rebounds and six
steals for Rutgers Camden, while center
TaWanda Preston chipped in with 19 points.
She had 10 in the first-half which ended with
Rutgers Camden on top, 28-22.
Center S hannon Shaffer led MS C with 20
points while junior guard Kim Barnes scored
15.
Both teams encountered stiff competition
on their way to the finals. MSC kicked the
tournament off on Friday night with a hard
fought 67-56 victory over William Paterson
College. W PChaditshandsfullwithatough
NYU team, but finally prevailed in overtime,
66-64. In the WPC game Kim Bames, Judy
Stair and Shannon Shaffer each scored 15
points while Jeanine Mullahy threw in 13 for
the Red Hawks.
RED HAWK NOTES... MSC ended
the season with a respectable 16-11 record
despite the fo u r losses to R utgers
Camden...Shaffer was voted to the NJAC
first team All-Stars last week...The Red
Hawks will have most of their team back in
the fall, the only exception being senior guard
M aritza M artinez.

Lacrosse will strive
for undefeated season

MSC's Jeanine Mullahy goes up for two In Friday's loss to WPC.

New coach means new
outlook for men rs tennis

by Jim Klossek
Lacrosse, like other sports, is a game of
contrasting styles. Teams that are weak
defensively often try to compensate for it
with an explosive offense and vice versa.
Those few teams which are able to strike an
equal balance between the two usually are the
most successful. MSC’s head Lacrosse
coach Doug Alsofrom believes his Red Hawks
are one of those selected few. Judging by the
team’s roster it’s evident why the fifth-year
coach out of Rutgers is optimistic. Here’s a
look at this year’s players by position:
Goal - Ken Kane, a junior, is the stalwart
here. Alsofrom believes this backstop out of
Kinnclon is one of the best in the country.
Following a year which saw him come up
with 203 saves (12.6 per game), Kane is
definitely going to play a big pan in the Red
Hawks success this year. Dan Scwester is an
excellent goalie in his own right and is more
than an able backup should Kane ever need a
night off.
Defense - Tom Kelleher, Dave Alter and
Heath Pisarcik will all be returning to anchor
a defense which ranks among the best in the
division.
Midfield - Butch Meyers is the standout
here. His 35 goals last year were third best on
the team and he’ll be counted on to have an
equally productive 1992. Jim Bruton played
defense last year and will try to make the
jump to midfield. Alsofrom felt the team was

a little thin at this position, but is confident
that Bru ton can add some depth. John Belotta
and Mark Alter will also see some action in
the middle.
Attack - The Red Hawks netted 230 goal
last season in just 16 games and the fireworks
should continue this year. Keith Van Ness
(42 goals), John Huffstutler (captain, 37 goals)
and Patrick Shuba (30) head the attack corps
and should continue to give rival goalies
nightmares in the campaign ahead. Neil
Blaney (an All-American transfer student
from Delaware) and Mike Bruton round out
an offense which Alsofrom calls “one of the
best in the league.”
Although the Red Hawks ended ’91 with
a disappointing loss to arch-rival Kean in the
ECAC Championship game (MSC had beaten
them earlier in the year), they’re looking to
change that this time around.
“Every time the guys go on the field,
they’re looking for an undefeated season,”
said Alsofrom. “It’s a very difficult goal to
achieve, but you have to admire and respect a
spirit like that. I believe that’s going to carry
us a long way.”
RED HAWK NOTES... The Red Hawks
will play their first three games on the road
(NY Maritime March 13, FDU Madison on
the 19th, and Stockton St. on the 21st) before
returning to Sprague Field for their home
opener against Colby, a Top-15 school from
Maine on March 26 at 7:00 p.m.

Goal is to finish high in conference

by Maureen Me Leer
The MSC men’s tennis team is getting
back into the swing of things this year with
the appointment of a new coach. Craig
Fitzpatrick, 29, has taken the reins of the
team in hopes to steer it toward a winning
season.
Fitzpatrick is qualified and familiar
with the sport. He graduated from Barton
College, Wilson, N.C,. withaB,A. inSport
Science. Although he's never coached at a
scboolbefote,Fitzpatrickhas been teaching
tennis for almost 10 years. He teaches
tennis full- time at the Haworth Academy,
which he owns. Furthermore, Fitzpatrick
is a certified tennis teach« with the United
States Tennis Association.
Fitzpatrick, who resides in Upper
Montclair, heard of the facilities at MSC
and wanted to be a part of the school
system. He believes that MSC is an
excellent school and thinks the tennis team
will do very well. Fitzpatrick also secs this
as “an opportunity to keep me competitive
andnmjustteachhousewives.” Fitzpatrick

also has some ideas for MSC, such as a
wheelchair tennis program, which will
hopefully start in the summer.
The team has already begun to praedee
and is working hard to reach Fitzpatrick’s
goal of the season which is to finish in the
top half o f the conference.
He hopes to accomplish this goal with
the help of star players Jason Cuomo and
David Orlofsky. These two men played
first doubles two years ago with a record of
8-6. Cuomo, who played firstsingles, ended
his season with a 7-7 record and Orlofsky,
who played second singles, finished with a
10-4 record. Another returning member of
the team is Jose Carlos Gaspar. Along with
Gaspar is Wade Withcad, who finished his
season at 7-7, and Doug Said, who plays
fifth singles. The team is also very excited
about three new additions to the team. They
are Jeff Clemente, Naz Darakjian and John
Marolis, a transfer from West Virginia.
Fitzpatrick is veiy enthusiastic about the
team this year and is countin g on tire support
of all team members as well as the student
body.

